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Abstract Over the last decade, scholars have developed a
complexities of place (COP) approach to the study of place
and health. According to COP, the problem with conven-
tional research is that it lacks effective theories and methods
to model the complexities of communities and so forth, given
that places exhibit nine essential ”complex system” charac-
teristics: they are (1) causally complex, (2) self-organizing
and emergent, (3) nodes within a larger network, (4) dy-
namic and evolving, (5) nonlinear, (6) historical, (7) open-
ended with fuzzy boundaries, (8) critically conflicted and ne-
gotiated, and (9) agent-based. While promising, the problem
with the COP approach, however, is that its definition re-
mains systematically untested and its recommended complex-
ity methods (e.g., network analysis, agent-based modeling)
remain underused. The current article therefore conducts an
exhaustive test of all nine characteristics and suggested com-
plexity methods. Method: To conduct our test we made two
important advances: First, we developed and applied the Def-
initional Test of Complex Systems (DTCS) to a case study
on sprawl—a ”complex systems” problem—to examine, in
litmus test fashion, the empirical validity of the COP’s 9-
characteristic definition. Second, we used the SACS Toolkit,
a case-based modeling technique for studying complex system
that employs a variety of complexity methods. For our case
study we examined a network of 20 communities (located in
Summit County, Ohio USA) negatively impacted by sprawl.
Our database was partitioned from the Summit 2010: Qual-
ity of Life Project. Results: Overall, the DTCS found the
COP’s 9-characteristic definition to be empirically valid. The
employment of the SACS Toolkit supports also the empirical
novelty and utility of complexity methods. Nonetheless, mi-
nor issues remain, such as a need to define health and health
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care in complex systems terms. Conclusions: The COP ap-
proach seems to hold real empirical promise as a useful way
to address many of the challenges that conventional public
health research seems unable to solve; in particular, model-
ing the complex evolution and dynamics of places and ad-
dressing the causal interplay between compositional and con-
textual factors and their impact on community-level health
outcomes.
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Complex Systems · Case-Based Modeling · Computa-
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1 Background: From Composition to

Complexity

Over the last decade, the community health science lit-

erature has gone through a series of shifts, moving from

the study of composition to the complexities of place.

This shift began in the early 1990s, when a growing net-
work of researchers moved away from the traditional

study of compositional variables to the independent

contribution that socioeconomic context has on health

[21], [19], [22], [45], [53]. In this new research, compo-
sitional factors are defined generally as the aggregation

of individual-level variables, such as household income,

age, ethnicity, educational level or occupation [50]. Con-

textual factors are defined generally as the geographi-

cal, cultural or socioeconomic conditions/opportunities
in which people live [45]. Such factors range from air

quality to job growth to a community’s health care sys-

tem [50]. In this new research, compositional factors are

seen as relatively independent of (orthogonal to) con-
text. Therefore, when measuring the impact of context,

these researchers often partial out (control for) individ-

ual or household circumstances [45],[50].
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Between the 1990s and the early 2000s, however, an-

other shift took place, as the study of context conceptu-

ally widened into the study of place—the umbrella term

for research exploring the role that socio-geographical-

contextual forces have on health and wellbeing [19].
In these studies, the places explored included commu-

nities, counties, cities, neighborhoods, the built envi-

ronment, social networks and poverty traps, as well as

state-level and national-level differences in health out-
comes [19], [54], [56].

The shift from the study of context to place reflected

an increasing recognition that the initial conceptualiza-

tion of context, including its distinction from composi-

tion, was theoretically and methodologically problem-
atic [5], [19]. [45] summarized this theoretical problem

as such: ”’Composition’ and ’context’ are frequently

treated as unproblematic and obvious distinctions, and

underlying causal models are often implicit” (p. 129).
With little to no theoretical rationale, researchers have

overemphasized the differences between context and com-

position, spending almost no time (causally speaking)

thinking about how people and contexts go together

to form places. In terms of method, the problem is
that places and their health are too complex for linear

modeling, variable-based analysis, and overly simplistic

causal models that treat compositional and contextual

factors as mutually exclusive categories. For researchers
such as Cummins, et al [19] and others [45],[54], the

failure to recognize the limitation of conventional meth-

ods explains the lackluster results that studies of con-

text and health regularly achieve. Often researchers find

that, after the effects of various compositional variables
are partialled out of an equation, contextual factors

have little to no effect [19], [50]. According to [19],

these weak results, in turn, lead researchers to em-

ploy increasingly sophisticated conventional method-
ologies, but without yielding much improvement in the

results, including rather weak partial-correlation coef-

ficients and ”relative risk” ratings of less than 2.0 (See

[50]).

1.1 Places as Complex Systems

The theoretical and empirical potential of contextual

(place) research, combined with the failure of conven-

tional theories and methods to procure this potential,
led Dunn and Cummins to guest-edit a special edition

of Social Science and Medicine (Volume 65, 2007). The

purpose of the various articles in this special edition

(which ranged from position papers to exploratory em-
pirical studies) was to point toward new theories and

methods that do a better job of ”placing health re-

search in context” in order to ”address the unanswered

questions about the importance of social and geograph-

ical context for health variation” [25]. The new theo-

ries embraced included a relational approach to place

and health (which comes out of geography, structura-

tion theory, informal reciprocity and actor network the-
ory) and complexity science. The new methods included

qualitative method, geographical method, cluster anal-

ysis, network method, and agent-based modeling. In

terms of unanswered questions, the issues all revolved
around arriving at a rigorously defined theory of place

that can (a) handle the complex (i.e., nonlinear, emer-

gent, self-organizing, multi-level) causal pathways typ-

ical of places and (b) explain how these complex path-

ways impact health. For example, in terms of our read-
ing of Dunn and Cummins’ special edition [25], while

arguments vary, a definitional theme exists, which can

be stated as such: people and places need to be inte-

grated; related, places need to be thought of in holistic
or systems terms as complex, emergent entities; further-

more, places need to be seen as functioning at multiple

levels of scale; operating with open-ended boundaries;

fluid, mobile and evolving; not constrained by tradi-

tional notions of space and time; comprised of nonlin-
ear feedback loops and causal pathways; with subjective

histories and multiple social meanings; emerging out of

the intersection of the micro and macro, the local and

global, and agency and structure; and, finally, as nodes
in a larger network of places and environmental forces.

In short, places need to be treated as complex systems.

Around the same time that Dunn and Cummins

published their special edition, a handful of related arti-

cles and books (a few of which were published by the au-
thors included in Dunn and Cummins’ special edition)

made a similar call. The main difference in these publi-

cations, however, was that complexity science, both the-

oretically and methodologically, was front and center
in their argument [2],[6], [22], [23], [28], [32], [38]. They

also explicitly theorized place (a.k.a. context, schools,

communities, cities, counties, countries) as a complex

system. Let us explain.

The cornerstone concept of complexity science is the
complex system. As Cilliers [17] and others demonstrate

(e.g., [4], [14], [39], [47]), the definition of a complex

system is not dictionary in form; instead, it is ency-

clopedic, and for good reasons. Almost every review of

complexity science begins by listing the characteristics
central to ”their” definition of a complex system. Com-

plex systems, it is variously argued, are self-organizing,

adaptive, emergent, comprised of a large number of ele-

ments, autopoietic, nonlinear, dynamic, network-like in
structure, open-ended with fuzzy boundaries, interde-

pendent, agent-based, evolving, chaotic, comprised of

feedback loops, historical, nodes within a larger net-
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work of systems, environmentally impacted, etc ([10],

[14], [17], [47]). These encyclopedic listings are crucial

because, in terms of the theoretical rigor of complexity

science, the explanatory power of a complex system’s

definition (qua theory) comes from its characteristics
[17]. Together and in isolation, the characteristics of a

complex system not only describe what it is; they ex-

plain how it works (Bar-Yam 2003, 2005). In terms of

community health science, for example, to say that a
place is emergent is to describe and explain how that

place works—or at least that is the argument com-

plexity scientists make [47]. Each characteristic listed

in a definition constitutes therefore a whole domain of

inquiry. The concept of emergence, for example, con-
nects to a line of research that extends back to the

late 1800s and classical sociology, systems biology and

Gestalt psychology [14], as well as, more recently, to

systems science and cybernetics [33], and, starting in
the 1980s, to the beginnings of complexity science as

defined by the Santa Fe Institute [43], [60] and its key

scholars such as Holland [34] and Kauffman [37].

In terms of theorizing places as complex systems,

the scholars doing this work have offered their own
encyclopedic definitions. [28], for example, offers the

following definition of place—which he borrows heav-

ily from [17]. As a complex system, places are com-

prised of a large number of elements, interacting dy-
namically across networks, with rich, short-range inter-

actions that can have a widespread impact; where each

element (agent) is ignorant of the behavior of the place

as a whole; were interactions are generally nonlinear

(e.g., feedback loops, etc); and where place is emergent,
open-ended, self-organizing, operating in a position far

from equilibrium and evolving.

Despite the increased emphasis that Gatrell [28] and

colleagues put on complexity science, the ”rigorously
defined theory of place” they articulate is essentially

the same as the relational approach. This similarity is

due, in large measure, to the latter’s usage of complex-

ity science as well, albeit more informally. For exam-

ple, both Gatrell and the relational approach empha-
size the agent-based, nonlinear, open-ended, emergent,

”network like” structure of places. In fact, if Dunn and

Cummins’ special edition is combined with these re-

lated articles, an overarching theoretical definition of
”place as a complex system” emerges.

As shown in Table 1, this overarching definition (ac-

cording to our reading of the literature) includes a total

of nine major characteristics. Places are defined as case-

based, causally complex configurations (e.g., multi- di-
mensional, multi-level, feedback loops) that self-organize

and emerge out of the compositional and contextual

factors of which they are comprised; furthermore, they

are nodes within a larger network; they are dynamic

and evolving, spatially clustered, nonlinear, historical

and phenomenological; and they are spatially and soci-

ologically open-ended, comprised of conflicted and ne-

gotiated power struggles and agent-based. An overar-
ching methodological theme emerges as well, which is

as follows: variable-based, linear statistics cannot ad-

equately model the complexities of place, leading in-

stead to poorly designed studies (e.g., overly developed
hierarchical regressions), false conceptual distinctions

(e.g., treating compositional and contextual variables

as orthogonal) and incorrect results (e.g., context is

marginally important). To correct this problem, new

methods, such as those found in complexity science
(e.g., computational modeling, network analysis), are

needed ([2],[54]).

1.2 The Research Problem

There is, however, a problem with the COP approach

and its critique of conventional theory and method. It

has yet to be rigorously defined and empirically tested.
To date, while some research has been done to validate

the empirical utility of certain key characteristics (See

[19], [22], [23], [28], [32], [38]), the majority of work has

been positional/speculative in nature, drawing its the-
oretical and empirical support from disparate areas of

inquiry done on this or that aspect of the definition,

or from fields outside community health. This lack of

testing is problematic because, without hard won, nose-

to-the-ground, critical data analysis, it is difficult to ex-
plain exactly how studying places as complex systems

is an improvement over conventional research. Further-

more, researchers uninterested in or skeptical of these

ideas can easily dismiss them—which, in many ways,
means the perpetuation of conventional research, de-

spite its significant limitations.

1.3 Research Solution

The purpose of the current article is to advance the

community health science literature by conducting an

exhaustive test of the empirical validity and theoretical

utility of the COP approach, as pertains to a case study
on sprawl and community-level health. The database

used for the current study was partitioned from the

Summit 2010: Quality of Life Project (Summit-QLP)[58]—

see Methods for more information. Using this database,
the current article conducts an exhaustive diagnostic

test of all nine characteristics and suggested complex-

ity methods. It also makes two important advances: it
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TABLE 1 
Communities as Complex Systems: List of Key Characteristics 
 
As a complex system, communities are: 
 

 
1

 
Causally complex (i.e., circular causality, feedback loops, concurrent events taking place at multiple
levels), such that context and composition are interdependent. 
 

2 Case-based, complex configurations that self-organize and emerge out of the compositional, 
contextual and health outcomes factors of which they are comprised.   
 

3 Nodes within a larger network of communities and social forces, such that more attention should be
given to the position of places relative to each other and to social forces operating at a larger scale. 
 

4 Dynamic and evolving, usually along various trajectories and around different attracting clusters.  
Given this perspective, use more dynamic terms such as “declining” or “getting better.” 
 

5 Nonlinear (e.g., poverty traps).
 

6 Historical (e.g., institutional memory) and phenomenological (i.e., people have their own subjective, 
interpretive frames for understanding and participating in their communities).  
 

7 Spatially and sociologically open-ended with fuzzy boundaries. 
 

8 Comprised of conflicted, negotiated power struggles.   
 

9 Agent-based; comprised of a large number of interacting agents; with agents being mobile and 
evolving.  And yet, while agent-based, complex systems are emergent and self-organizing. 
 

 

offers a new diagnostic test for testing the utility of com-

plexity science definitions and a new complexity-science
method, called the SACS Toolkit. Let us explain.

1.3.1 Sprawl: A Complex Systems Problem

For the past few years we have been examining the neg-

ative impact sprawl has had on the health and wellbe-
ing of a network of 20 communities in Summit County,

Ohio—a typical Midwestern county in the United States

that has been hit hard by post-industrialization and the

outmigration and clustering of affluent people and re-
sources from the cities into the suburbs.

For us, sprawl is a good case study to test the COP

approach because it is, by definition, a complex systems
problem. Let us explain.

Sprawl is not something that happens to one com-
munity or town. Instead, it is a ’complex systems’ phe-

nomenon spread out across, and emerging out of the

networked evolution of multiple places, across time.

Equally important, sprawl emerges out of the com-

plex interplay between compositional and contextual

factors. In terms of composition, sprawl is a series of

microscopic behaviors engaged in by a network of indi-
vidual agents: families, businesses, etc. More concretely,

at the micro-level, it is the unplanned out-migration

(flow) of relatively low-density development and resi-

dential out-migration into the suburban and semi-rural

tiers surrounding an urban area. The unplanned na-
ture of sprawl comes from the fact that, like many

complex systems, no single force or agent is steering

it. Instead, the system is evolving, self-organizing and

emerging on its own, the result of a large number of
adaptive, self-focused agents, across different commu-

nities, interested in upward social mobility. In turn,

from the top-down, sprawl also involves the various

macroscopic, community-level arrangements in which

the above micro-level behaviors take place. These ar-
rangements constitute the various social institutions

operating within and across communities, from health

care systems to regional economies. Community health

science refers to these macroscopic behaviors and struc-
tures as contextual factors.
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As sprawl evolves, it creates a geographical net-

work of segregation and exclusion where communities

become, in many ways, relative islands in terms of re-

source usage, politics, wellbeing, etc, with movement

amongst communities being largely automobile depen-
dent. A significant, macroscopic consequence of this seg-

regation is that the poorer, urban communities in a

place like Summit County, which already have unsatis-

factory health outcomes, do not improve ([20], [52]); or,
worse, fall into what Bowels, Durlaff and Hoff [7] call

a poverty trap: a self-reinforcing situation of persistent

and intractable poverty.

When we put all of the above together, we arrive

at the following definition: sprawl is a self-organizing,

largely unsupervised, nonlinear, dynamic, negotiated

ordering of multiple places, all networked together, evolv-
ing across time, which emerges out of (a) micro-level,

agent-based out-migration and low-level development

and (b) the interplay of these micro-level compositional

forces with the various and different macro-level struc-

tural arrangements (contextual forces) existing across,
within and between the evolving network of communi-

ties being studied. In short, sprawl is a complex systems

problem.

The question, however, is if the COP literature is

better than convention at defining and modeling this

problem–hence, the purpose of the current study. Our

argument was that if, in the process of testing the COP
approach, this approach arrived at new and novel in-

formation about sprawl, then this approach would be

deemed theoretically and methodologically valid.

1.3.2 Study Design

The design of our study is a variation on [38]. In their

study, Keshavarz et al [38] used a mixed-methods design

(qualitative method and document analysis) to ”exam-

ine the relevance and usefulness of the concept of ’com-
plex adaptive systems’ as a framework to better under-

stand ways in which health promoting school interven-

tions could be introduced and sustained” ([38], p. 1467).

For their study they combed through the general liter-

ature on complexity science to arrive at a working def-
inition of schools as complex systems. Next, they chose

their case study, a set of public schools that had ”imple-

mented at least one health promoting schools project.”

Then, to test the empirical validity of their definition
they explored, in litmus test fashion, each of its key

characteristics to determine if their case study did, in-

deed, exhibit the characteristics of a complex system.

Like Keshavarz et al [38], as explained above, our

study conducts a litmus test of a case study: sprawl

and its impact on the macroscopic health outcomes of

a network of 20 communities located in Summit County,

Ohio USA. However, our study differs in two important

ways:

First, our intention is different. Keshavarz et al [38]

wanted to see if the data they collected empirically ev-
idenced the characteristics outlined in their definition.

From this perspective, they assumed their definition

and its characteristics to be reasonably valid. For them,

the issue of validity had to do with whether the case
study fit their definition. The intention of our study is

the opposite: we wanted to see if the characteristics in

Table 1, as defined, should be applied to our data, to

determine their degree of fit. In other words, our ques-

tion was: Does the definition fit the case study? For
us, this difference in intent highlights the major prob-

lem in complexity science research today, as applied to

the social sciences: the definitions of complex systems

that social scientists use are generally assumed valid;
the only question to be answered is ”does the data

fit?” However, based on the extensive critiques made

by Cilliers [17] and others (e.g., [11], [12], [47]), in the

social sciences the real challenge is the opposite: deter-

mining the validity of the definitions used, as applied
to each and every topic of study. Testing definitions is

not, however, a matter of epistemology. The critiques

listed above acknowledge the theoretical and method-

ological plurality of complexity science. Instead, testing
is a matter of fit. Is the chosen definition (metaphorical

or not) empirically valid and theoretically valuable?

Given our difference in intent, for this study we

developed and employed the Definition Test of Com-
plex Systems (hereafter referred to as the DTCS). The

DTCS is a formal test that guides researchers through

the process of assessing the empirical validity of defin-

ing their topic as a complex system–see method section

for more information.

Second, our methodology is different. Haggis’s [32]

critique of Keshavarz et al’s methodology [38] echoes

the second challenge that complexity science makes to

the conventions of community health science: if places
are complex systems, then new methodologies are nec-

essary. Qualitative analysis or statistics alone cannot

get the work done: qualitative analysis cannot han-

dle the large, complex, multi-dimensional, multi-level

databases typical of complex systems; and statistics
cannot adequately model qualitative variables, nonlin-

earity or systems-level causality.

Given this methodological challenge, for this study

we advanced a case-based complexity science approach
to studying places and their health. Specifically, we

used the SACS Toolkit to conduct our test. The SACS

Toolkit is a case-based, computationally grounded, the-
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oretically driven, mixed-methods toolkit for modeling

complex systems [15].

Based on our two advancements, our study is orga-

nized as follows. We begin with method, where we re-

view our dataset, measures, the SACS Toolkit and the
specific techniques used for the current study. Next, we

turn to our results, where we employ the DTCS and

the SACS Toolkit to examine, in litmus test fashion,

each of the nine characteristics listed in Table 1, as ap-
plied to our case study on sprawl (Summit County), to

determine the empirical validity and theoretical utility

of defining place and health as a complex system. Our

goal will be to see if and how the COP approach results

in new and novel information about sprawl and its im-
pact on the evolving macroscopic health outcomes of a

network of communities. If it does, we can assert with

some degree of confidence that the COP approach has

a degree of theoretical and methodological validity. Fi-
nally, we end by summarizing the results of our test

and suggesting how the DTCS can be used by other

researchers.

2 METHODS

2.1 Summit County and its 20 Communities

The case study for this paper is Summit County, Ohio,

USA and its 20 communities. Summit County is typ-
ical of many Midwestern communities in the United

States: it contains a major city (Akron) struggling to

survive globalization and the shift from industrialism

to post-industrialism, along with first-tier and second-
tier suburbs, as well as a few semi-rural communities.

In terms of wealth, there are very poor, urban commu-

nities with poverty traps (e.g., Southwest Akron); first-

tier suburban, middle-class communities (e.g., Cuya-

hoga Falls); and very affluent suburban communities,
such as Hudson—see Map 1. One finds the typical health

disparities in this county as well. For example, while the

average ”years of life lost per death” for affluent Hudson

is 10.5; it is 17.4 for Southwest Akron. In short, there is
nothing much anomalous in this county in comparison

to most of the western places studied in the community

health science literature.

Our identification of the 20 communities in Sum-

mit County was based on census tracts data. Sum-
mit County is comprised of 121 census tracts. Public

health researchers in Summit County created the ana-

lytical boundaries of these 20 communities by clustering

census tract data according to identifiable communi-
ties, cities, towns, neighborhoods and ethnic groupings.

Tracts were also clustered to maintain demographic ho-

mogeneity within the 20 communities. For more infor-

mation, see the Healthy Summit 2000 Health Indicators

Summary Report [58].

2.2 Database

To conduct our tests we partitioned a database from the

Summit 2010: Quality of Life Project (Summit-QLP).

The Summit-QLP is a website that houses twenty years’
worth of information on the health and wellbeing of

Summit County. All of the data are in the form of PDF

reports, providing detailed statistical and qualitative

information on Summit County and its 20 communi-

ties. To obtain our measures, we combed through the
statistical reports, entering data for the 20 communi-

ties into a database for 1990 and 2000—the two points

in time during which Summit-QLP collected data. We

used both time points in our case study because, as we
identified above, sprawl is about the evolution of places,

and so longitudinal data is important. Similarly, the ul-

timate goal of complexity science is to study how com-

plex systems change over time. Given the constraints of

data collection, however, some of the health outcomes
data only represent one point in time—see Table 3 for

explanation.

2.3 Measures

As shown in Table 3, the measures used in our study

were chosen because they are characteristically used

to study sprawl and to operationalize compositional
and contextual factors and community-level health out-

comes.

Compositional Factors: Two of the most commonly

used measures of composition are median household in-
come and ethnicity [45]. When combined, they are also

important measures of sprawl: household income and

ethnicity allow us to track the micro-level, agent-based,

residential migration patterns of affluence and segrega-

tion across a network of communities—See Table 3.

Contextual Factors: The argument against sprawl

is that it often results in: (a) the economic collapse of

urban communities and (b) the segregation of the con-

textual factors (social institutions) necessary for up-

ward social mobility, such as good schools and a thriv-
ing local economy. We therefore sought to include in our

database a variety of contextual measures that we could

use to track the negative and positive impact sprawl has

on communities—in particular, does sprawl lead to a
Schelling-like geographical network of segregated afflu-

ence [9], with very poor communities stuck in poverty

traps. As shown in Table 3, our contextual measures,
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expressed as rates, address a variety of key social in-

stitutions, including economy (job growth, civilian la-
bor force, poverty and unemployment), housing (mort-

gage/rent to income ratio), education (high school com-

pletion) and health care (health insurance and public

assistance).

Health Outcomes: Sprawl and the community-level

segregation of wellbeing are linked to a variety of health

outcomes in the literature, in particular early warn-

ing measures (e.g., birth weight), adult health measures

(e.g., hypertension), mental health (e.g., stress and well-
being) and mortality (e.g., [8], [26]). For our study, to

track the impact of sprawl on community-level health,

we employed the following measures: 1st trimester care,

childhood immunizations (early life); teen pregnancies
(adolescent health); child and elder abuse (mental health);

and years of life lost per death (adult health and mor-

tality) —See Table 3.

2.4 The Definitional Test of Complex Systems

Created for the current study, the DTCS is our at-
tempt at an exhaustive tool for determining the ex-

tent to which a complex system’s definition fits a topic.

The DTCS is not, however, a standardized instrument.

As such, we have not normed or validated it. Instead,

it is a conceptual tool meant to move scholars toward
empirically-driven, synthetic definitions of complex sys-

tems. To do so, the DTCS walks scholars through a

nine-question, four-step process of review, method, anal-

ysis, and results—see Table 2.

Following Gatrell, the DTCS does not seek to de-

termine if a particular case fits a definition; instead, it

seeks to determine if a definition fits a particular case.
As Gatrell explains [28], the challenge in the current lit-

erature is not whether places are complex systems; as

it would be hard to prove them otherwise. Instead, the
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TABLE 2 
Definitional Test of Complex Systems (DTCS) 

 
STEP 1: Literature Review and Formulation of the Definition 
 

 QUESTION SET 1: What definition of a complex social system will be used?  
1. What is the definition? 

a. For example, is the definition dictionary in form or encyclopedic? 
b. What are its key characteristics? 

2. Where does the definition come from? 
a. For example, is the definition currently used in the field, or is it a new definition? 

3. What are the definition’s epistemological assumptions? 
a. For example, is it postmodern, critical realist, naïve realist, constructionist, etc? 

4. What is the theoretical basis for the definition? 
a. For example, is the definition meant to be metaphorical, literal or prescriptive or 

some combination? 
5. Does the definition or any of its key characteristics seem to be empirically or 

theoretically problematic? 
a. For example, are there examples in the literature where usage of the definition 

led to (i) poorly designed studies, (ii) faulty empirical results, or (iii) flawed or 
unclear theoretical conclusions?  

 
STEP 2: Methods 
 

 QUESTION SET 2: How will the definition be operationalized and tested?  
6. How will the current test be conducted? 

a. For example, what measures will be used? 
b. What case study will be used? 
c. What analytic techniques will be used for the test? 

STEP 3: Run Test 
 
STEP 4: Determine Results 
 

 QUESTION SET 3: What conclusions about the validity and value of the definition were 
determined?  
7. Did the test suggest that the definition is empirically valid? 
8. Did the test suggest that the definition is theoretically valuable? 
9. In terms of the DTCS’s negative hypothesis: 

a. Did the definition or any of its key characteristics lead the test to faulty empirical 
results? 

b. Did the definition or any of its key characteristics lead the test to flawed 
theoretical conclusions? 

c. Does the definition obey Occam’s razor; or is it a lot of work for little empirical or 
theoretical yield? 

 

question is: how do we define the complexity of a place?

And, does such a definition yield new insights? Given

this focus, Question 9 of the DTCS functions as its neg-

ative test, focusing on three related issues: the degree
to which a definition (a) is being forced or incorrectly

used; (b) is not a real empirical improvement over con-

ventional theory or method; or (c) leads to incorrect

results or to ideas already known by another name.

Scholars can modify or further validate the DTCS to

examine its further utility. Let us briefly review the

steps of the DTCS:

STEP 1: To answer the DTCS’s initial five ques-

tions, researchers must comb through their topic’s liter-
ature to determine if and how it has been theorized as a

complex system. If such a literature does exist, the goal

is to organize the chosen definition of a complex system
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into its set of key characteristics: self-organizing, path

dependent, nonlinear, agent-based, etc. For example, if

our review of the community health science literature,

we identified nine characteristics. If no such literature

exists, or if the researchers choose to examine a different
definition, they must explain how and why they chose

their particular definition and its set of characteristics,

including addressing epistemological issues related to

translating or transporting the definition from one field
to another.

STEP 2: Next, to answer the DTCS’s sixth ques-
tion, researchers must decide how they will define and

measure a definition and its key characteristics. For

example, does the literature conceptualize nonlinearity

in metaphorical or literal terms? And, if measured lit-

erally, how will nonlinearity be operationalized? Once
these decisions are made, researchers must decide which

methods to use. As we have already highlighted, choos-

ing a method is no easy task. So, social scientists are

faced with a major challenge: the DTCS requires them
to test the validity of their definitions of a complex

system, but such testing necessitate them to use new

methods, which many are not equipped to use. It is

because of this challenge that, for the current project,

we employed the SACS Toolkit, which we discuss next.
First, however, we need to address the final two steps

of the DTCS.

STEP 3: Once questions 1 through 6 have been an-

swered, the next step is to actually conduct the test.

The goal here is to evaluate the empirical validity of

each of a definition’s characteristics, along with the
definition as a whole. In other words, along with de-

termining the validity of each characteristic, it must be

determined if the characteristics fit together. Having

made that point, we recognize that not all complexity
theories (particularly metaphorical ones) seek to pro-

vide comprehensive definitions; opting instead to out-

line the conditions and challenges, for example, that

educational administrators face when coming to terms

with the complexity of their organizations [48]. Nonethe-
less, regardless of the definition used, its criteria need

to be met.

STEP 4: Finally, with the analysis complete, re-

searchers need to make their final assessment: in terms

of the negative test found in question 9 and the null

hypothesis of the DTCS, to what extent, and in what
ways is (or is not) the chosen definition, along with its

list of characteristics, empirically valid and theoretically

valuable?

2.5 The SACS Toolkit

To advance the methodological theme of the COP ap-

proach, we employed the SACS Toolkit: a case-based,

computationally-grounded, mixed-methods toolkit for

modeling complex systems [?]. The SACS Toolkit was
specifically designed to overcome the limitations that

conventional methods have in modeling complex systems—

which, as Haggis [32] explains, was a major problem

with Keshavarz et al.’s [38] study.

The SACS Toolkit is a variation on Byrne’s [12] gen-

eral premise regarding the link between cases and com-

plex systems. For the SACS Toolkit, case-based mod-
eling is the study of complex systems as a set of k-

dimensional vectors (cases), which researchers compare

and contrast, and then condense and cluster (using com-

putational methods) to create a low-dimensional model

of a complex system’s topography and dynamics across
time/space, while preserving the complexity of the sys-

tem studied. Such a case-based, computational approach

allows the SACS Toolkit to analyze a wide range of

highly complex and dynamic data, including the large
databases typical in community health science [16]. The

other strength of the SACS Toolkit is its assembled

nature [16]. While grounded in a defined mathemati-

cal framework, it is methodologically open-ended and

therefore adaptable and amenable, allowing researchers
to employ and bring together a wide variety of compu-

tational, mathematical, historical, qualitative and sta-

tistical methods. Researchers can even develop and mod-

ify the SACS Toolkit for their own purposes. Here we
provide a quick, mathematically-grounded overview of

the SACS Toolkit. However, for a more in-depth math-

ematical review, see Castellani and Rajaram [16]; and

for an in-depth qualitative review, see Castellani and

Hafferty [15].

The SACS Toolkit is comprised of three main com-

ponents: a theoretical blueprint for studying complex

systems (social complexity theory); an algorithm for mod-
eling complex systems from the ground up (assemblage);

and a recommend list of system-friendly modeling tech-

niques (case-based toolset).

For detailed information on how to employ the SACS

Toolkit, see Castellani and Hafferty [15] and Castellani

and Rajaram [16]. Here we provide a brief overview of

the modeling algorithm.

Following its theoretical framework, social complex-

ity theory, the database the SACS Toolkit assembles

for S is comprised of two types of variables: those that

make up the complex system of study—which the SACS
Toolkit refers to collectively as the web of social prac-

tices W—and those regarded as environmental forces

E. In the current study, the compositional factors, con-
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TABLE 3 
Variables Analyzed for the 20 Communities in the Summit County Database 
 
Compositional 
Factors 

• Population 65 years of age of older1 
• % White Population1 (Defined as number of persons identifying themselves as “White” in response to 

the 1990 US Census or “White Alone” in response to the 2000 US Census) 
• % African-American Population1 (Defined as the number of persons identifying themselves as “Black 

or African-American” in response to the 1990 US Census or “Black or African-American Alone” in 
response to the 2000 US Census) 

• Median Household Income1  
 

Contextual  
Factors 

• Overall Poverty1 (Defined as the number of persons living “below the poverty level” as defined by the 
U.S. Census) 

• Public Assistance1 (Defined as the number of households receive public assistance as defined by 
the U.S. Census) 

• Persons 25+ Years with High School Diploma1  
• Net Job Growth3 (Defined as the number of jobs in 2000 minus the number of jobs in 1990. 
• Unemployment Rate1 (Defined as unemployed civilian labor force) 
• Housing affordability1 (Defined as the percentage of households where mortgage/rent is greater than 

30% of the household income) 
• No Health Care Coverage4 (An estimate of the number of individuals with no health care coverage 

based upon a statewide survey (Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance Survey – Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention) 
 

Health Outcomes • No First Trimester Prenatal Care4 (Defined as the number of births occurring to mothers from 1995 
to and including 1998 for which no prenatal care was received during the first three months of the 
pregnancy) 

• Teen Birth Rate4 (Defined as the number of births occurring between 1995-1998 to mothers 15 to 
and including 17 years of age) 

• Childhood Immunization Rate5 (Defined as the percentage of children with a complete immunization 
series 4:3:1 by their second birthday based on the kindergarten retrospective study) 

• Child Abuse/Neglect6 (Defined as the number of referrals resulting in assessment per 1,000 childre 
under 18 years of age) 

• Elder Abuse/Neglect7 (Defined as the number of referrals received by the Department of Jobs and 
Family Services for abuse, exploitation, or neglect) 

• Years of Potential Life Lost per Death5 (Defined as the sum of the differences between the age at 
death and the life expectancy at age of death for each death occurring between 1990-1998 due to all 
causes divided by the number of deaths due to all causes within the census tract cluster borders 
where those borders are defined by United States Census Bureau census tracts) 

 
Data Sources: (1) United States Census Bureau 1990 and 2000 Decennial Censuses;  (2) Ohio Department of Education; (3) NODIS; (4) Akron 
City Health Department, Office of Epidemiology; (5) Ohio Department of Health; (6) Children’s Services Board; (7) Summit County Department of 
Jobs and Family Service. 

 

textual factors and health outcomes shown in Table 3

form the W for Summit County. In turn, urban sprawl

(See C7 Results Section) is the E for our study. To-

gether, this set of W and E form the vector configura-
tion for each case.

It therefore follows that, because S consists of n
cases {ci}ni=1, and each case ci has a vector configura-

tion of k-dimensions, it is natural, quantitatively speak-

ing, to represent S, at its most basic, in the form of a

data matrix D as follows:

D =

⎡
⎢⎣
c1
...

cn

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣
x11 . . . x1k

...
. . .

...

xn1 . . . xnk

⎤
⎥⎦ . (1)

In the notation above, the n rows in D represent

the set of cases {ci} in S, and the k columns represent

the measurements on some finite partition ∪p
i=1Oi of

W and E—as defined in the equation below, which we

have written for W :

(a) Oi ∩Oj = ∅ ∀i �= j. (2)

(b) ∪p
i=1 Oi = W.

The same definition of the partition of W applies to
E to describe a single environmental force or a collec-

tion of forces.

Based on a data mining of D—done using the tech-

niques in the case-based toolset—the model that the

SACS Toolkit creates is called the network of attracting

clusters (N ). N is the actual model the SACS Toolkit
creates. It is a simplification of the database studied,

and is comprised of three types of maps. Cluster Maps:

Given that the SACS Toolkit studies S as a set of
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cases {ci}, it is necessary, at some point, particularly

in the case of large databases, to identify and map the

most common vector configurations in S. An effective

method for accomplishing this task is cluster analysis

(See [12]). The results of such analyses are the cluster
maps for N . In the current study, Table 5 and Figure

2 are examples of such maps. Network Maps: In turn,

network maps compress S to model the most important

relationships (ties, links, etc) and interactions that ex-
ist amongst its cases {ci}, particularly as they relate

to the most common vector configurations in S. In the

current study, Figure 4 is an example of such a map.

K-dimensional Maps: The purpose of the k-dimensional

maps is to understand how the variables (W , E) com-
prising the vector configurations for {ci} influence the

structure and dynamics of S. In the current study, ex-

amples of such maps include Table 4 and figure 3.

With its set of maps constructed, the next step in
the assemblage algorithm is to explore how the maps

for N inform one another, with the goal of arriving

at a well-developed, albeit simplified, low-dimensional

model of S for one discrete moment in time/space. Fig-
ure 1 is one example of what such a model looks like (for

one discrete moment across time/space) for our study

of Summit County.

Constructing a discrete model of N , however, is not
where the SACS Toolkit necessarily ends the assem-

blage process. For the SACS Toolkit, cases {ci} are

ultimately dynamic and evolving. The SACS Toolkit

therefore treats cases {ci} as discrete dynamical sys-

tems ci(j), where j denotes the time instant tj . Thus,
the ultimate goal of the SACS Toolkit is to model the

case-based structure and dynamics of S as it evolves

across time/space. To do so, the SACS Toolkit uses its

case-based toolset to generate an N for each moment
across time/space studied. The result of these repeated

assemblages of N is a series of discrete, simplified, low-

dimensional models of S that have both dynamical and

topographical features. As a final step in the assem-

blage algorithm, the SACS Toolkit assembles this series
of models to form its final case-based model of S. In the

current study we were unable to delve into any great de-

tail about the evolution of Summit County across time,

as the purpose of our study was to examine the validity
of defining places as complex systems. However, tests

2, 4, 6, 7 and 9 deal (in varying degrees) with the issue

of dynamics across time/space.

2.5.1 Case-Based Toolset

As stated in the introduction, the main strength of the

SACS Toolkit is its assembled nature, which allows it

to draw upon and consolidate a wide variety of method-

ological techniques to engage in the model building pro-

cess. In terms of the current study, the following meth-

ods were used. To generate our cluster maps (e.g., Ta-

ble 5 and Figure 2) we used k-means cluster analy-

sis (abbreviated k-means) and the Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) [41]. For k-means, we used the statistical soft-

ware package SPSS. For the SOM we used the SOM

Toolbox (www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/download/).

The SOM Toolbox runs as a function package in the
MATLAB computing environment. We generated our

network map (Figure 4) using the freeware Pajek (http://

vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/). Our k dimen-

sional maps (e.g., figures 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8) were generated

using SPSS, the SOM, and agent-based modeling. We
built and ran our agent-based model (called Summit-

Sim) with NetLogo (ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/). Be-

cause readers may not know much about these tech-

niques, we provide a brief review below.

SOM and K-Means: Two techniques useful for clus-

tering databases, studying the vector configurations of

these cases, and then modeling the evolution of this net-

work of clusters across time are k-means cluster analysis

and the Kohonen Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [41]. K-
means is a partitional (as opposed to hierarchical), iter-

ative clustering technique that seeks a single, simultane-

ous clustering solution for some proximity matrix [35].

K-means is also a form of unsupervised learning: unlike
classification techniques, the cluster member of a case is

not known prior to analysis. The SOM is part of the dis-

tributed artificial neural network literature [41]. In this

literature, the SOM serves a specific function: mapping

high-dimensional data onto a smaller, two-dimensional
space, while preserving, as much as possible, the com-

plex, non-obvious patterns of relationships amongst this

data [41]. The SOM’s strength is its capacity to gener-

ate rich, visually intuitive clusters.

The ultimate strength of these two techniques is

that they work well together [42]. For example, k-means

and the SOM have a similar approach to data com-

pression and clustering. Both can be viewed as vector

quantization techniques, insomuch as they cluster cases
by searching for a simpler set of reference vectors, with

each case in {ci} being positioned near its most similar

reference vector. For k-means, the reference vector is a

centroid, which represents the average for all the cases
in a cluster. For the SOM, the reference vector is an

actual point, a neuron, which represents the weighted

average of the vector configurations clustering around

it. From here, however, they differ. But, it is their dif-

ferences that make them work so well together.

K-means is useful because it requires the number of

centroids to be identified ahead of time, based largely on

theoretical rationales. Such an approach is important
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Field of Relations
All information relevant to studying Summit County as a complex system; provides the 
theoretical, methodological and database brackets for the study.

Envrionmental Systems and Forces
This outer circle contains all information relevant to the 
environmental systems in which Summit County is situated; and 
the environmental forces impacting it. 

Environmental Systems
1. The Northeastern Ohio Region
2.  The State of Ohio

Environmental Forces
The main factor we 
focused on was sprawl.

Complex System

Network of Attracting Clusters
Outlines how the 20 communities 
in Summit County cluster to form 
our final model--as a demonstra-
tion, we show three of the maps 
in the current study (figures 3, 5, 
and 8). 

Summit County

Web of Social Practices
All the factors used in our 
database, as listed in 
Table 3.

Health 
Factors

Compositional 
Factors

Contextual 
Factors

Figure 1 
Example of the Final Map Created by the SACS Toolkit for Current Case Study

Cluster Map
(Figure 3)

Network Map
(Figure 5) k-dimensional Map

(Figure 8)

for case-based modeling because it requires that the
selection of clusters be somehow theoretically driven—

*researchers should have some sense of what they are

looking for, based on a preliminary study and compar-

ison of the cases {ci} in S.

In turn, the SOM functions as an effective method

of validating k-means because the set of reference vec-

tors (neurons) it settles upon is not predetermined. If,
therefore, the SOM arrives at a solution similar to the k-

means, it provides an effective method of corroboration.

The SOM is also useful because it graphs its reference

vectors and the cases {ci} surrounding them as neurons
on a two-dimensional, topographical map, called the U-

matrix. On the U-matrix, the reference vectors most

like one another are graphically positioned as nearby

neighbors, with the most unlike reference vectors (neu-

rons) being placed the furthest apart. The U-matrix
therefore provides a visually intuitive, low-dimensional

map of the original high-dimensional database being

studied.

The rationale for using these two techniques to model

the evolution of a network of communities across time/

space is as follows: If, following case-based modeling,
complex systems typically contain a large number of

cases, and if the vector configurations for each case {ci}
in a complex system S generally share common profiles

(both in terms of proximity and adjacency), then an ef-
fective method of longitudinally modeling S, according

to the SACS Toolkit, is to cluster it. Clustering is ef-

fective because it allows for the identification, mapping

and analysis of the most common vector configurations

in S for each discrete moment in time/space. These dis-
crete network of attracting clusters can then be treated

and mapped as the trajectories (attractor points) for a

network of communities across time/space.

Agent-basedModeling: To test Characteristic 9 (C9)–

the idea that places are agent-based. Agent-based mod-
eling is a bottom-up approach to simulating complex

systems. It is based on the viewpoint that many so-

cial outcomes emerge from the micro-level interactions

amongst a heterogeneous set of rule-following agents,
as they take place across time [29]. The theoretical ra-

tionale for using agent-based modeling in the current

study is as follows: if sprawl is a complex systems phe-
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nomenon that emerges out of the interplay between

compositional and contextual factors, then agent-based

modeling is necessary, as conventional methods cannot

model such an interaction across time.

Summit-Sim: The model built for the current study
is called Summit-Sim—See Figure 6. Summit-Sim is

a rule-based, multi-agent, discrete-event model with a

51X51 lattice structure, upon which a randomly dis-

tributed set of upwardly-mobile agents migrate to find
their ideal residential location. Summit-Sim was de-

signed to explore the link between residential migration

patterns and health outcomes, based on our empirical

study of Summit County and its 20 communities.

For the current study, a simplified version of Summit-
Sim was used. Readers can run or downloaded (includ-

ing code) at cch.ashtabula.kent.edu/summitsim.html).

This simple version looks at only one aspect of sprawl:

how the residential migration patterns of upwardly mo-
bile agents influence community-level health outcomes.

Later developments of this model will incorporate the

interplay between residential migration and macroscopic

factors such as schooling and job growth. See results

section for more details on our theoretical focus.

Figure 6 provides a snapshot of the dashboard for

Summit-Sim. On the dashboard are three types of infor-

mation: the world of Summit-Sim (in the middle); Con-

trols (on the left); and Output Charts (on the right).

Three types of agents inhabit the world of Summit-
Sim: rich agents (squares), middle-class agents (trian-

gles) and poor agents (circles)—the number of which

is determined by the three population sliders on the

left-side of the Summit-Sim dashboard. To test C9 we
used several factors from our study of Summit County

to determine the population of agents for our simula-

tion: differences in household income (circa 1999/2000);

education; the capacity to change residential location;

and work type. Poor Agents represent those agents in
Summit County who are financially struggling. In 2000,

the median household income in Summit County was

42,000. Using Census data, poor agents represent roughly

58 percent of Summit County (with a household in-
come range of 0 to 49,000). Poor agents are associate-

level educated or less, with work ranging from low-

level white collar work to unemployment. Despite dif-

ferences, all poor agents have difficulty changing resi-

dential location given their financial situation. Middle
class agents (31 percent of Summit County) make be-

tween 41,000 and 99,000, have some college education

or higher, work skilled-blue collar, white-collar or pro-

fessional jobs, and are moderately able to change res-
idential location. Affluent agents (11 percent of Sum-

mit population) represent those households in Summit

County making 100,000 or more, who are generally col-

lege educated, have professional-class jobs or lucrative

blue-collar jobs, and are able to change easily residen-

tial location.

In terms of controls, three rules govern the discrete

migration behavior of Summit-Sim agents. These rules

are Preference, Preference-Degree, and Mobility.

Preference is a modification of Schelling’s well-known

segregation rule (1978). Unlike the original Schelling

model, however, wherein agents seek to live near their

own kind, Preference concerns sprawling, upwardly mo-
bile agents migrating to live near agents of a similar or

higher status. While sprawl produces segregated neigh-

borhood, it is not necessarily about agents migrating to

live near similar agents. Sprawl is about agents migrat-

ing to live in better neighborhoods. For rich agents,
’better’ means neighborhoods with more rich agents.

For middle agents, ’better’ means living near more rich

agents, or at least lots of middle-class agents. For poor

agents, ’better’ means living near middle-class agents, if
they can. Following this logic, in Summit-Sim, at each

discrete point in time, (a) rich agents seek to live near

rich agents; (b) middle-class agents seek to live near

rich agents; if they cannot, they seek to live near other

middle-class agents; if they find themselves in a neigh-
borhood with 4 or more middle-agents, they stay; and

(c) poor agents seek to live near middle-class agents; if

they cannot, they stay where they are.

Preference-Degree determines the number of higher

status agents around which agents prefer to live. In a

2-D lattice structure, ’neighbors’ is defined as the total

number of spaces (squares) available around an indi-
vidual agent, which range from 0 to 8. In Summit-Sim,

preference ranges from 1 to 3. Our more exhaustive

tests find that, if preference is set beyond 3, the model

is unable to settle.

Movability is the capacity for an agent to migrate

to the neighborhood in which they ultimately desire to

live. Ranging from 1 to 6, mobility is defined as the
number of spaces an agent can move per iteration. Fol-

lowing our empirical analysis of Summit County, we set

the movability of poor agents at 1, primarily because

it is very difficult for these agents to buy homes, sell

homes or rent a more expensive apartment in order to
move. We set the movability for middle-class agents at

3, because they are moderately able to sell their homes

or buy a new home or rent a more expensive apartment

in order to change location. And, we set the movability
at 6 for rich agents because they can move with little

effort.

Summit-Sim is comprised of two major charts. The
first chart is an unhappiness rating. At each iteration

agents are asked if they are happy. Happiness is de-

fined as living in the type of neighborhood they seek.
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FIGURE 6: 
Snapshot of the Netlogo Dashboard for Summit-Sim 

Left-hand side of Dashboard contains all the controls for Summit-Sim; the center window is the 2-dimensional, 51X51 lattice structure in which the world of 
Summit-Sim takes place; while the right-hand side contains the two output graphs for happiness ratings and healthiness ratings. 

The Unhappiness Chart maps the percentage of afflu-
ent, middle-class and struggling agents unhappy after

each iteration.

The second chart is a healthiness rating. The COP

literature generally has shown that residential segrega-
tion tends to produce health inequalities insomuch as

the less affluent individuals there are in a community,

the worse its health outcomes, due in large measure to

the complex interplay between compositional factors,

such as household income and the health of local in-
stitutions, such as schools [7], [20], [52]. Following this

argument, we used a rough context-based indicator of

community-health. First, we began each simulation of

our model with the health of all agents (poor, middle
class and rich) being equal. If, however, once the model

was started, the 9X9 region in which an agent was liv-

ing had three or more rich agents, they were considered

healthy. At the aggregate level, we were then able to

express the healthiness of our three groups as a per-
centage: overall health, followed by percentages for rich,

middle and poor agents.

3 RESULTS

In this section, we will proceed to test each of the COP’s

nine characteristics, one at a time, in litmus test fash-
ion, to examine the theoretical and methodological util-

ity of the COP approach, as applied to the topic of

sprawl. For each characteristic, we summarize what the

COP literature has to say about it, followed by a discus-
sion of the methods we used to test the characteristics

and then our results.

3.1 1. Causality is Complex

In terms of studying sprawl and health, a major issue

is modeling the complex causal relationship between
compositional and contextual factors. We therefore be-

gin with Characteristic 1. The theme of C1 takes two

forms. In its positive form, the main point of C1, as

Cummins et al [19] state, is that ”research in place and

health should avoid the false dualism of context and
composition by recognizing that there is a mutual rein-

forcing and reciprocal relationship between people and

place” (p. 1825). In its critical form, the main point of

C1 is that the ”tight interrelationships between individ-
ual [composition] and context are not easy to capture

in quantitative studies [47]. This is partly why some re-

searchers have adopted important alternative method-

ological strategies such as qualitative techniques” ([19],

p. 1829).

To test C1, we used linear modeling to see if we

could (according to convention) parse the independent

contribution that the compositional and contextual fac-

tors listed in Table 3 have with two of our study’s health
outcomes: Years of Potential Life Lost per Death (YLL)

and Teen Birth Rate (TBR). Two notes: (1) the first

outcome was chosen because it is a widely used global
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measure of community-level health; the second was cho-

sen randomly, so as to report on more than one out-

come; however, results similar to those reported below

were found when we examined the other outcomes; (2)

we analyzed a single time frame for our health out-
comes because they are single measures for multiple

years, YLL (1990 to 1998) and TBR (1995 to 1998)—

See Table 3 for more information.

For our linear modeling we used zero-order corre-
lation first, and then hierarchical regression. We ran

zero-order first because it shows the bivariate (pairwise)

correlation between each factor and our two outcomes,

ignoring the statistical influence that other factors have

on the relationship. We ran hierarchical regression sec-
ond because such analyses demonstrate the ”indepen-

dent” relationship that compositional and contextual

factors have with our health outcomes, after the effects

of the other factors have been statistically removed from
the equation. If, after running hierarchical regression,

either set of factors (compositional or contextual) have

roughly the same relationship with our two health out-

comes (after controlling for the other set of factors) it

would support the hypothesis that compositional and
contextual factors are independent. Table 4 shows our

results: no such ”independent” relationship was found.

Let us explain.

Column 1 in Table 4 lists the zero-order correlations
between our compositional and contextual factors and

our two health outcomes. Three things stand out in

Column 1. First, YLL and TBR correlate significantly

with almost every factor. Second, whatever ’direction of

relationship’ a compositional or contextual factor had
with one health outcome, it had with the other. For ex-

ample, unemployment in 1990 correlates positively and

significantly with both TBR and YLL. Third, several

compositional and contextual factors were highly cor-
related with our two health outcomes. For example, 11

of the 22 correlations were at .75 or better.

Our hierarchical analysis, shown in Column 2, how-

ever, reveals a different picture. The only factor that

had any remaining impact on YLL was the percent-
age of the population that was non-Hispanic Caucasian

(partial correlation coefficient = -.672; p = .008). No

contextual variables (shown in Column 2 as ns, not

significant) retained significance when predicting YLL.

Conversely, the only factor that had any remaining im-
pact on TBR was the percentage of unemployed (partial

correlation coefficient = .702; p = .001); and no compo-

sitional variables remained significant when controlling

for contextual variables.

Complex linear models rely on the ability to ob-

serve predicted patterns. In the current example we see

strong zero-order associations, but the associations do

not maintain predicted patterns when statistical con-

trol is exerted on theoretically relevant variables. This

inconsistency may, as the positive form of C1 suggests,

reflect an inaccurate pattern of predicted associations;

that is, compositional and contextual variables are not
independent of each other. More likely, given the high

level of multicollinearity between our factors, it is likely

that our results reflect statistical anomalies. Either way,

linear modeling does not provide much information.

3.2 2. Places Are Emergent, Self-Organizing

Configurations

In terms of its theme, C2 begins where C1 ends. If lin-
ear statistics cannot adequately model the relationship

between health outcomes and compositional and con-

textual factors, how should researchers model commu-

nities? According to C2, communities should be mod-

eled as case-based, complex configurations that emerge
out of the self-organizing interactions amongst a set of

compositional and contextual factors and their related

health outcomes.

By emergence, these scholars mean that a commu-
nity’s resulting configuration is such that (a) the whole

is more than the sum of its compositional, contextual

and health outcomes parts, and (b) one cannot under-

stand this whole through reductionism; the community

must be understood as a system [34]. For example, as
Curtis and Riva state: ”Complexity theory also antic-

ipates that health systems are dynamic and have an

inbuilt capacity to organize and reorganize themselves

constantly (emergence and re-emergence of human dis-
eases being an illustration)” ([22], p. 2)

As Gatrell [28] explains, by self-organization they

mean that the configuration (order) that emerges out

of the intersection of a set of compositional and contex-

tual variables and their related health outcomes is: (a)
self-sustaining in the face of environmental pressures;

(b) not the direct result of any a priori design on the

part of community, etc; (c) not strictly determined or

controlled by any one internal or external supervisor or
force; and (d) is more than just the processes of internal

feedback loops that can be explained via a linear model

([17], pp. 90-93).

As Blackman [6] explains, by case-based (as dis-

cussed in our methods section), they mean two things.
First, they mean that places are cases. For these schol-

ars, places are cases in the idiographic sense that each

place constitutes a unique configuration of composi-

tional and contextual factors. As Rihoux and Ragin
explain [51], a place is a ”complex combination of prop-

erties, a specific ’whole’ that should not be lost or ob-

scured in the course of the analysis—this is a holistic
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TABLE 4 
Conventional Analysis of Compositional Factors, Contextual Factors and Health Outcomes 
 

 
 
 

 

COLUMN 1 
 

Zero-Order  
Correlations 

COLUMN 2 
 

Hierarchical 
Regression 

 
Years of Life Lost Per 

Death 
Teen 
Birth 
Rate 

Years of 
Life Lost 

Per Death 

Teen 
Birth 
Rate 

 
 
 

Compositional 
Factors 

Variable                                 
          
1990 % pop (65yrs&older) 
 

 
.048* 

    (.840)** 

 
0.435 
(.056) 

 
ns 

 
ns 

% Non-Hispanic Caucasian in 1990 -.541 
(.014) 

-.781 
(.000) 

   -.672***  
(.008) 

ns 

% African-American in 1990 
 

.551 
(.012) 

.768 
(.000) 

ns ns 

1990 household income 
 

-.794 
(.000) 

-.814 
(.000) 

ns ns 

 
Contextual 

Factors 

 
% overall poverty 1990 
 

 
.636 

(.003) 

 
.926 

(.000) 

 
ns 

 
ns 

% public help 1990 
 

.682 
(.001) 

.944 
(.000) 

ns ns 

% no high school 25yrs+ in 1990 
 

.752 
(.000) 

.809 
(.000) 

ns ns 

Job Growth (1993 to 2000) 
 

-.204 
(.387) 

-.493 
(.027) 

ns ns 

% unemployed 1990 .671 
(.001) 

.942 
(.000) 

ns .702 
(.001) 

% of households mortgage/rent is <30% of 
income 
 

.532 
(.016) 

.912 
(.000) 

ns ns 

% no health care coverage 
 

.684 
(.001) 

.939 
(.000) 

ns Ns 

COLUMN 1 provides zero-order, pairwise correlations for all compositional and contextual factors listed in Table 3 with two health outcomes: years of 
life lost per death and Teen Birth Rate.  In this column, (*) is the correlation coefficient; and (**) is its two-tailed, significance level.   
 
COLUMN 2 provides the results of our hierarchical analysis of the “independent” relationships all compositional and contextual factors listed in Table 3 
with two health outcomes: years of life lost per death and Teen Birth Rate.  In this column (ns) is a non significant partial correlation coefficient; *** is a 
significant partial correlation coefficient for a two-tailed significance level. 
 

perspective” (p. 6). Second, they mean that, given this

holistic view, the study of place cannot be variable-
based. Instead, it needs to be case-based, where places

are treated as holistic composites of a set of interacting

variables and their changes over time. As Blackman [6]

states, ”complexity theory focuses on cases as empiri-

cal and actual domains. The interest is in the ’states’ of
these cases; not so much how and why variables change

but how and why cases change” (p. 31).

Our analysis of Summit County using the SACS
Toolkit suggests that C2 is an empirically valid and

theoretically valuable way to (a) understand the com-

plex causality of places and (b) address the limitations

of using conventional method to determine such a rela-

tionship.

To test C2, we employed two case-based compara-

tive techniques: the self-organizing map algorithm and

k-means cluster analysis [15]. As explained in our meth-

ods section, we employed these techniques for two rea-
sons. First, they are empirically-driven, iterative tech-

niques designed to explore the configurations that emerge

out of the clustered self-organization of a given set of

cases and the variables upon which these cases are based—

in fact the SOM is literally named the self-organizing
map. Second, given the instability and inconsistency

often associated with cluster analysis, these techniques

corroborate one another [3], [42], [24].

We had two goals for our test of C2. Using the SACS

Toolkit, our first was to determine if there was any or-

der in the idea that communities are complex config-

urations that emerge out of the self-organizing inter-
actions amongst a set of compositional and contextual

factors and their related health outcomes. To do so, we

treated the communities in Summit County as 20 sep-
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arate cases, each representing a different configuration

of the compositional, contextual and health outcome

variables in our study—see Table 3. We began with

k-means cluster analysis. We started with k-means be-

cause it allowed us to assign our 20 cases to a fixed
number of clusters so we could explore different clus-

ter solutions. We also used k-means because it creates

single-rank clusters.

For our analyses we used all 17 variables listed in
Table 3. We explored normalizing household income be-

cause its range was greater than the other variables, but

it did not improve the results. We also ran our equation

altering variable entry to control for any ordering effect.

Finally, we ran the k-means with different fixed cluster
solutions. The final solution, shown in Table 5 was a

seven cluster solution. We settled on this solution be-

cause it separated the cases well without lumping them

into any one cluster. Also, it fit with our expert knowl-
edge of Summit County: as suggested by the literature,

one effective way to manage the instability of cluster

analysis is to have (if possible) prior knowledge about

how one’s cases should cluster [1].

Here is our breakdown of the clusters. First, there
are the affluent suburban communities, which include

Hudson (Cluster 4) and Copley Bath and Fairlawn (Clus-

ter 5). Of the two clusters, Hudson is the richest and

significantly differs from all other 19 communities, par-
ticularly in terms of health outcomes. Next, there are

the middle class suburban communities, which include

Stow/ Silverlake, Northfield/Macedonia/Sagamore, and

Richfield/Peninsula (all in cluster 1). These communi-

ties are followed by the middle to working class suburbs
and semi-rural areas, which include Springfield, Coven-

try/Green and Cuyahoga Falls (Cluster 6) and Twins-

burg, Northwest Akron, Munroe Falls/Tallmadge, Nor-

ton and Franklin (Cluster 3). Of the two, Cluster 3
has a slightly higher average household income and a

larger African-American community. Finally, there are

the poor inner-city communities, which include all of

the communities in the city of Akron (except north-

west Akron) as well as the city of Barberton—all of
these communities are in Clusters 2 and 7. Cluster 2 has

one community, the poorest in Summit County, Central

Akron.

With our initial cluster solutions determined, we

proceeded to corroborate our k-means with the SOM.
The SOM functions as an effective method for validat-

ing k-means because the set of reference vectors (neu-

rons) it settles upon is unsupervised. If, therefore, the

SOM arrives at a solution similar to the k-means, it pro-
vides an effective method of corroboration. The SOM

is also useful because, as Figure 2 shows, it spatially

graphs its reference vectors (similar to k-means cen-

troids) and the cases (ci) surrounding them onto a va-

riety of n-dimensional surfaces. The 2-dimensional grid

shown in Figure 2b is called a u-matrix, onto which the

SOM clustered our 20 communities—the numbers listed

on Figure 2b represent the k-means cluster number for
each of the 20 communities. Communities distant from

one another in Figure 2b are less alike than those closer

to one another. As an addition, Figure 2a is a topo-

graphical (3-dimensional) u-matrix. On this u-matrix,
gray-scale changes indicate conceptual hills and valleys:

the lighter the polygon, the greater the conceptual dis-

tance (hill) between cases.

Looking at Figure 2, the cluster solution arrived at

by the SOM is very similar to the k-means solution.
One can see that the richest communities (clusters 4

and 5) are close to each other, with cluster 4 located in

the farthest upper left corner—this is Hudson, the rich-

est community. Moving along in clockwise fashion, one
finds clusters 1 and then 3 (the next most affluent com-

munities) followed by clusters 6 and 7, and then finally

Cluster 2. All of the poor communities in Akron are

in the lower left corner of the u-matrix, with the poor-

est community (Central Akron) residing in the farthest
lower left corner. (As a side note: later, when we look at

how the 17 variables in our study are distributed across

the u-matrix—Figure 3 below—the position of the 20

communities relative to one another will make more
sense.) The only real difference between the SOM and

the k-means is Cluster 6, which the SOM distributed

more widely than the k-means. Still, overall, the SOM

seems to corroborate the k-means solution, as well as fit

with our general, expert knowledge of Summit County.

Goal 2: Our second goal for testing C2 was to see

what sort of causal model emerged from our cluster

analysis. To do so, we used the results found in Figure

3. One of the major strengths of the SOM is that it can
project all 17 variables onto the u-matrix, showing how

the distribution of each variable helped to cluster and

place the 20 communities in Summit County relative

to one another. Figure 3 is the visual product of the

SOM’s variable placement. Each of the 17 small maps
in Figure 3 represents the distribution of each variable

on the u-matrix. For example, the map for Household

Income shows that the highest household incomes are in

the top left-hand corner and, moving along in clockwise
fashion, the lowest household incomes are in the bottom

left-hand corner. The location of the lowest household

incomes also happens to be the place on the u-matrix

where the highest rates of poverty, public assistance,

years of life lost and so forth are located.

With the information from Figure 3 in hand, we

were able to generate thick causal descriptions for each

of the clusters in Figure 2. Consider, for example, Clus-
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TABLE 5 
Final K-means Cluster Solution for 20 Communities in Summit County 
 
 
Variables 
(Unless otherwise noted,  
all data is from 1990—See Table 3) 

 
Cluster 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 
% Non-Hispanic Caucasian 

 
97.3* 

 
68.6 

 
93.5 

 
97.6 

 
93.8 

 
98.4 

 
77.5 

 
% African-American 1.7 28.0 5.6 1.0 4.7 1.0 21.2 

 
% Overall Poverty 3.60 44.30 6.04 1.00 2.60 6.77 19.30 

 
1990 household Income 41464 11404 36021 68083 49144 30002 21688 

 
Job Growth (1993 to 2000) 31.87 20.80 17.36 27.70 43.10 15.83 .33 

% Civilian Labor Force (16+ old) 96.17 85.90 95.22 96.60 95.70 94.73 90.82 

% Receiving Public Assistance 2.8 25.8 4.3 1.4 2.6 5.6 13.8 

% No High School Degree (25yrs+) 15.3 41.5 16.8 2.7 11.1 22.1 29.4 

% of households mortgage/rent is 
<30% of income 

16.0 43.4 17.6 15.8 19.0 18.1 27.4 

% Unemployed 3.8 14.1 4.8 3.4 4.3 5.3 9.2 

% No 1st Trimester Care 1995-98 5.63 24.60 7.54 1.20 4.80 8.90 14.78 

Teen Pregnancies per 1000 births 
(1995-1998) 

5.80 66.00 12.54 1.30 3.50 12.33 47.72 

% children immunized by 2yrs of age 74.1 40.0 76.5 86.1 72.9 78.1 60.7 

% No Health Care Coverage 4.20 25.30 6.34 1.20 3.70 8.40 14.52 

Child Abuse/Neglect Rate per 1000 10.8 98.3 19.3 4.0 6.8 16.2 60.5 

Elder Abuse/Neglect Rate per 1000 4.1 53.8 4.9 2.1 4.8 9.1 9.3 

Years Lost per Death 1998 13.83 16.40 13.96 10.50 10.60 14.40 15.18 

1. (*) The values listed in the columns for all 7 clusters represent the average value/measurement that the communities in that cluster scored for each 
variable listed in Column 1.  In cluster analysis, these averages are called the cluster’s centroids.  2. Community Membership for each of the 7 
Clusters is as follows:  Cluster 1: Stow/ Silverlake, Northfield/Macedonia/Sagamore, and Richfield/Peninsula; Cluster 2: Central Akron; Cluster 3: 
Twinsburg, Northwest Akron, Munroe Falls/Tallmadge, Norton and Franklin; Cluster 4: Hudson; Cluster 5: Copley/ Bath/Fairlawn; Cluster 6: 
Springfield, Coventry/Green and Cuyahoga Falls; Cluster 7: North, West, Southwest, South and Southeast Akron and Barberton City. 

 

ter 2, which contained the poorest community in Sum-

mit County, Central Akron. Moving from left to right

across Figure 3, one sees that, in the 1990s this com-

munity (which the SOM locates in the bottom left-
hand corner of the u-matrix) had the lowest percent-

age of whites and the highest percentage of African-

Americans; the highest poverty rate; the lowest house-

hold income; one of the lowest job growth rates; the

lowest workforce percentages; the highest rate of pub-

lic assistance; the worst graduation record; the high-

est percentage of unemployment and some of the worst

health outcomes indicators, including the worst mortal-
ity rate. Finally, it had the greatest number of house-

holds where the mortgage/rent was greater than 30

percent of income. In fact, when combined with the

k-means information in Table 5 , one begins to develop
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FIGURE 2: 
Final SOM Solution for 20 Communities in Summit County

Figure 2b

Figure 2a
(Topographical Solution for Case Study.  Index for 2a on right is unstandardized 
distance, moving from low values (dark) to high values (light)  The lighter the polygons 
the greater their conceptual distance is from one another.)

Southwest Akron

(Cluster Solution for Case Study.  The numbers in Figure 2b represent the k-means 
cluster solution to which each community belongs.  Figure 2b is best read in clockwise 
fashion, moving from the most affluent and healthiest communities in the top left, to 
the least healthiest communities in the lower left. 
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FIGURE 3: 
SOM Maps of the 17 Variables Used to Cluster the 20 Communities in Case Study 

% White

% No Health 
Care Coverage

Child Abuse/Neglect
(rate per 1000)

% of Households mortgage/rent is 
greater than 30% of income

% Years of Life 
Lost Per Death

% Children Immunized 
by 2yrs of age

Teen Pregnancies per 
10000 births (1995-1998)

% No 1st Trimester Care 
(1995 - 1998)% Unemployed

% with High School 
Diploma (+25yrs old)

% Receiving 
Public Assistance

% in Workforce 
(+16 yrs old)

Job Growth 
(1993-2000)Household Income% in poverty% African-American

 Abuse/Neglect
(rate per 1000)

NOTE: For each factor listed in Table 3, the SOM has generated a map, showing how that variable is distrubuted according to its 
impact on the U-Matrix in Figure 2.  Like the U-matrix, the darker the polygon, the lower the value; the ligher the polygon, the higher the 
value.  For example, the highest household income values are in the upper left of the Household Income map--which is where the 
SOM placed the most affluent communities on the U-matrix in Figure 2.

a rather sophisticated narrative of Central Akron: its

median household income is roughly eleven thousand

dollars; its job growth between 1993 and 2000 was 20

percent; and yet, only 86 percent of its labor force was
working; and a quarter of the population was on some

type of public assistance and did not have health insur-

ance. Furthermore, the average person living in Central

Akron lost 16.4 years of life, compared to Hudson, the
most affluent community, which (at years of life lost =

10.5), lived an average of 6 more years. Other health

outcomes were equally severe. In comparison to Hud-

son, which has a teen pregnancy rate of 1.3 per 1000;

the rate for Akron is 66 per 1000. Less than 40 per-
cent of children in Central Akron have received their

age-appropriate immunizations by age 2; and, in com-

parison to the child and elder abuse rates in Hudson,

which are almost nonexistent; the respective rates in
Central Akron are 98.3 and 53.8 per 1000.

What is even more analytically interesting, however,

is when the profile of Central Akron is compared to

the communities in Cluster 7. While Central Akron has

some of the worst compositional, contextual and health

outcomes, Southwest Akron, for example, despite be-

ing included in Cluster 7, has a slightly higher mortality

rate—with years of life lost per death at 17.4, compared
to Central Akron’s 16.4. And yet, Southwest Akron was

placed in Cluster 7 because, overall, it is doing better

in terms of contextual and compositional factors. For

example, Southwest Akron’s household income level is
roughly 7,500 dollars higher than Central Akron. Why,

then, does Southwest Akron have a higher mortality

rate? The answer is not found in any one variable. In-

stead, as we will explain in our test of C4, it is found

by looking at the configuration of this community as
a whole, over time. Between 1990 and 2000, the so-

cioeconomic health and wellbeing of Southwest Akron

spiraled downward—despite job and household income

growth. In other words, Southwest Akron is in systems
failure.

Of course, if the current article was only about C2

or creating narratives about the configurations of these

20 communities, we could go on to construct an increas-
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ingly detailed causal model of Summit County, compar-

ing and contrasting configurations; and we could go on

to collect more detailed qualitative information to de-

velop our narratives even further. Suffice to say for now

that our results validate the main points of C2. Fur-
thermore, in terms of a negative test, our results suggest

that (a) C2 is a theoretically valuable improvement over

conventional theory and method, which would strug-

gle to arrive at such a case-based, qualitatively-subtle,
variable-complex portrait; (b) C2 is not a repetition of

what is already known; and (c) because the insights of

C2 are narrative in form, they are easy to understand.

3.3 3. Places are Nodes within Networks

The main point of C3 is that the health and wellbeing

of places is, in part, a function of the larger socio-spatial

networks in which they are situated. As Cummins et al

[19] state, ”places may be more usefully viewed as nodes
in networks than as discrete and autonomous bounded

spatial units” (p. 1827).

As we will discuss later, studying places as ”nodes in

networks” links C3 to Characteristic 7 (C7): the idea
that communities are open-ended with fuzzy bound-

aries. However, while the main focus of C7 is exploring

”places as nodes in local, regional and transnational

flows of information and other resources” (Cummins

et al., 2007, p. 1832); the main focus of C3 is explor-
ing ”the position of places relative to each other” ([19],

p. 1832). As Cummins et al. [19] state: ”Studies of-

ten ignore issues of spatial autocorrelation [clustering]

and assume that conditions in each locality operate on
population health independently of conditions in other

areas” (p. 1832). In other words, studying places as

’nodes within networks’ or exploring the ’autocorrela-

tion amongst a set of geographically proximate com-

munities’ is really about mapping and researching com-
munities based on their relative geographical and socio-

economic position to one another.

Like C1, C3 has received empirical attention. In

fact, two of the articles in Dunn and Cummins’s special
edition address this topic: (1) Cox, Boyle, Davey, Feng

and Morris [18] and (2) Sridharan, Tunstall, Lawder

and Mitchell [57]. In terms of sprawl, C3 hold much

promise because, as we explained in our introduction,

sprawl is, by definition, a network phenomenon that
takes place within, between and across an evolving set

of communities.

To test C3, we used Pajek (see methods section)

to explore how communities can be conceptualized as
nodes in networks and to see what additional infor-

mation this conceptualization provided. To do so, we

constructed a network map of Summit County and its

20 communities for 1990, using the results we obtained

from our cluster analysis in C2. (As a side note, our

test of C3 using 2000 data proved to be equally valid.)

We used the results from our cluster analysis for

four reasons. First, if the purpose of our network anal-
ysis is to examine the configurations of communities

relative to one another, we need (as shown in Table 5

) the results from our cluster analysis. Second, the u-

matrix from our cluster analysis provided us a spatial
(albeit non-network) representation of our 20 commu-

nities relative to one another, based on their different

configurations. Third, our k-means cluster analysis pro-

vided within-cluster distance measures for each of our

seven clusters. These within-cluster distances are use-
ful because they provide a weighted, spatial represen-

tation of how the cases for each cluster auto-correlate

based on their position relative to each cluster’s cen-

ter. Finally, our k-means cluster analysis provided us
with the un-standardized Euclidean distances between

our seven cluster centers. The shortest distance between

two points is a straight line. In cluster analysis, a Eu-

clidean distance measure, albeit unstandardized, tells

us the shortest conceptual distance between the seven
cluster centers in Summit County. While, to our knowl-

edge, nobody has used distance measures to construct

a network map of communities, such data are ripe for

network analysis as they are weighted, spatial repre-
sentations of the relationships amongst a set of cluster

centers—which are, in turn, spatial representations of

the different complex configurations that exist amongst

similar communities.

Figure 4 is a network representation of our cluster
analysis data. The network is made up of our seven

cluster centers, labeled 1 through 7. Around each clus-

ter are the communities associated with it. Like Figure

2, the greater the distance between cluster centers, the
less alike these clusters are; and, the greater the dis-

tance a community is from its cluster center, the less

similar its configuration is to the other communities in

its cluster.

Looking at Figure 4, the spatial positioning of the
seven major clusters and their respective communities

provides useful information. First, it supports Sridha-

ran, Tunstall, Lawder and Mitchell’s [57] idea that spa-

tial auto-correlation is important. The communities in

five of the seven clusters are tightly grouped around
their centers, suggesting that the communities of Sum-

mit County are neither isolated nor alone in the strug-

gles or successes with which they are dealing. For ex-

ample, Pajek positioned the seven poorest communi-
ties (clusters 2 and 7) next to each other. In terms

of spatial auto-correlation, all seven communities are

geographically proximate to and socioeconomically in-
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Figure 4: 
Network Map of the Seven Clusters in Summit County and their Respective Communities

NOTE: Distances between clusters are based on Euclidian distances arrived at through k-means analysis.  Distances within clusters 
for each community are based on within-cluster measures.  All measures are non-standardized.
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terdependent with each other, making up the two inter-

connected urban centers in Summit County (Akron and
Baberton)—see Map 1. The poverty of all seven com-

munities is also interlinked, as Akron and Barberton

struggle with issues of out-migration, the collapse of

their industrial-based economies, the growing poverty

of their citizens, and the failures of their public insti-
tutions, particularly education, to assuage these chal-

lenges.

The spatial position of Cluster 4 (Hudson) further
corroborates C3, as it shows how, in terms of sprawl,

the spatial wellbeing of some clusters depends upon the

deprivation of others. In fact, as will be discussed in

our tests of Characteristics 4, 7 and 8, the significant
health and wellbeing of Hudson is linked, in part, to the

economic struggles of Akron and Barberton and their

surrounding communities, along with county-level res-

idential mobility issues and suburban sprawl. Figure 4

also corroborates the findings of C2, particularly the
spatial arrangement of the communities shown in Fig-

ure 3, which was generated by the SOM. As such, Fig-

ure 4 does a good job visually demonstrating just how

qualitatively different Cluster 4 is from the rest of the
communities. Finally, the position of Clusters 6, 3, 1

and 5 respectively is in accordance with their increas-

ing health and wellbeing.

3.4 4. Places Are Dynamic and Evolving

The main point of C4 is that places are best studied
as dynamic and evolving. As Cummins et al [19] state,

”[I]t may be just as important for contextual studies

to begin to understand not just the life course of in-

dividuals, but also the social and economic trajecto-

ries of the places which they inhabit” (p. 1832). Or, as
Gatrell [28] states, ”Complex systems have a history;

their past is ’co-responsible’ for their present behavior”

([28], p. 2662). However, while the basic point of C4 is

clear enough, the methodological challenge is figuring
out how exactly to model these ideas; particularly given

the somewhat vague and historical manner in which the

COP literature uses these terms, in comparison to the

more specific and often times precisely mathematical

(albeit computational) meaning.

In complexity science, to say that a place is dynamic

and evolving means, at its most basic, several key things

[40]. First, it means that a place is in a constant state
of motion. Second, this motion emerges out of the in-

teractions of its multiple parts (i.e., agents, forces, etc).

Third, a place evolves across time/space and does so

along a certain set of trajectories—which represent the
set of all ’empirically possible’ states a place can take

at a particular moment, partitioned from the larger set

of all ’theoretically possible’ states (the state space).
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Fourth, while dynamic, the evolution of most places

falls into a relatively stable pattern, known as its set of

attractor points. Sometimes, however, a place’s attrac-

tor point(s) can turn chaotic or strange—think, for ex-

ample, of a sudden economic collapse or moments when
political unrest in a town or city becomes chaotic, or the

sudden exodus of people, as in the case of sprawl. In

such instances, the future state of a place is difficult to

predict. But, generally speaking, the dynamics of most
places, while stochastic, do evolve along a reasonably

stable set of trajectories (attractor points).

The goal of our test was to examine the evolution
of the 20 communities in Summit County by modeling

their state space in 1990 in order to locate the dominant

attractor points in the system, and then to compare

these results to a second point in time, 2000, to see
how this network had evolved and, more specifically, if

any of the trajectories had changed; and, if so, how. We

accomplished this goal as follows.

First, the dataset for the cluster analysis needed to

be treated as if it were S. In our study, for example, we

treated all 20 communities as if they were part of the

complex system called Summit County. This makes the

search for attractor points (trajectories) case-based.

Second, k-means and the SOM needed to be em-

ployed to identify, map and analyze the most common

vector configurations in S for a particular moment in
time/space.

Third, the obtained cluster centers (centroids/neurons)
needed to be treated as S’s attractor points. In our

study, for example, the seven clusters discussed in our

results section became the attractor points in our sys-

tem (Summit County), around which the 20 communi-

ties in our study grouped. The un-standardized Euclid-
ian distance measures provided in the proximity ma-

trix for S need to be mapped to visually identify S’s

attractor points and the cases clustering around them.

In our study, for example, Figure 4 becomes our map
of Summit County and its attractor points for 1990.

We generated this map by entering our unstandardized

weights into Pajek, a network analysis software pack-

age. The map was generated using the popular network

visualization algorithm, Kamada-Kawai [36].

Fourth, the within-cluster distance measures for the

cases needed to be used to map the relative distance of

each case to the particular cluster/trajectory/attractor
point to which it belongs. This is useful because the

cases clustering around the system’s attractor points

become data for creating a thick description of the var-

ious trajectories toward which the system is drawn.
In our study, for example, the communities clustering

around each solution were used to construct thick de-

scriptions of the different directions Summit County is

heading. Here is a very brief description of what Figure

4 suggests: Summit County seems to have evolved into

three, main trajectories: there is a trajectory toward

affluence and health, represented by Cluster 4; a tra-

jectory toward poverty and poor health, represented by
clusters 2 and 7; and a sort of middle ground trajectory,

perhaps representing the major settling point for this

County, which revolves around average to above aver-

age health and wellbeing, represented by clusters 1, 3,
5 and 6.

Although not shown in Figure 4, to further test our

notion that clusters 1, 3, 5 and 6 constitute the ma-

jor settling point for this County, we re-ran our cluster

analysis, entering Summit County as a 21st community,
using for its vector configuration the County-level av-

erages for all 17 variables. Our cluster analysis grouped

Summit County with Cluster 6.

Finally, if such information is available, the above
five steps can be repeated for additional points in time.

These additional points in time can be then compared

to the first point in time to see how the attractor points

in the system might change.

For example, for our study we re-ran the above anal-
yses for 2000, to explore how the 7 trajectories in Sum-

mit County changed over a ten year period. We used the

same entry order as shown in Figure 4, using 2000 data

for all compositional and contextual factors. Our health

outcomes, however, did not change, as these were aggre-
gated across varying periods of time between 1990 and

2000. For example, Years of Life Lost per Death came

from data aggregated between 1990 and 1998. Running

our k-means we also sought the same 7-cluster solution
found in 1990 to see if it continued to prove useful. Table

6 is a quick summary of our results. In terms of reading

Table 6, the second column shows cluster membership

for each of our 20 communities in 1990; the third col-

umn shows their 2000 membership. Also, going from the
top of the table to the bottom, we ordered the clusters

from the most affluent to the poorest.

The first thing that stands out in Table 6 is that

the seven major trajectories in Summit County contin-
ued to exist in 2000. However, there were some inter-

esting shifts. For example, the poorest trajectory, rep-

resented by Cluster 2, gained a community, Southwest

Akron. On the opposite side, the second most afflu-

ent trajectory, represented by Cluster 5, also gained a
community. These two shifts suggest that the richest

and poorest trajectories not only gained in strength but

also, between 1990 and 2000, a widening socioeconomic

gap emerged between the poorest and richest communi-
ties. This gap was further corroborated when we re-ran

our 2000 k-means with Summit County included. The

County dropped from Cluster 6 to Cluster 7, which con-
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TABLE 6
Change in Final Cluster Solutions for 20 Communities in Summit 
County, 1990 to 2000

YEAR
COMMUNITY 1990

Cluster 
Membership

2000
Cluster 

Membership
(Affluent Cluster)  Hudson 4 4

(Affluent Cluster) 
Copley/Bath/Fairlawn

5 5

(Middle Class Cluster) Stow/Silverlake 1 1
Northfield/Macedonia/Sagamore 1 1

Richfield/Peninsula 1 5*
Twinsburg 3 1*

Northwest Akron 3 3
Munroe Falls/Tallmadge 3 3

Norton 3 6
Franklin 3 3

Springfield 6 6
Coventry/Green 6 3*
Cuyahoga Falls 6 6

(Poor Cluster) North Akron 7 7

West Akron 7 7

South Akron 7 7

Southwest Akron 7 2*

Southeast Akron 7 7

Barberton City 7 7

(Poorest Cluster) Central Akron 2 2
1. (*) The values listed in the columns for all 7 clusters represent the average 
value/measurement

tains most of the poor communities and, after Cluster

2, the worst health outcomes.

There is a lot more to be explored in our analysis

of the evolution of the network of communities in Sum-

mit County. However, given the need to report on our

second test, we must stop here-content with the fact
that the test accomplished its goal: to determine if the

evolution of a network of communities could be effec-

tively modeled with the SACS Toolkit and if such an

analysis could provide theoretically novel insights into

the evolution of this complex system.

3.5 5. Places are Nonlinear.

Scholars involved in the study of place are very clear

about how they define and intend the characteristics of
nonlinearity. As Gatrell [28] and others explain (e.g.,

[22], [23], [26]), in terms of a complex system like place,

nonlinearity addresses the empirical fact that, more of-
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ten than not, small or large changes in some aspect of a

place (e.g., its health system, educational system, etc),

particularly in the form of health interventions (e.g.,

new outpatient program, new educational accountabil-

ity measures, etc) do not regularly lead to their ex-
pected, linearly related outcomes (e.g., a 25 percent in-

crease in prenatal care or graduation rates, etc).

Our test of C5 attempted to examine if it is real-

istic to assume that, given the complexities of sprawl,
and its unequal impact on community-level health, that

health interventions by a County to improve its com-

munities are, indeed, nonlinear in their outcomes. For

our test, we focused on a report released by the Summit

County Social Services Advisory Board (SSAB), titled
Summit 2010 Priority Indicators Progress Report, 2009

(www.healthysummit.org/QOL/QOL-About.cfm).

In 2003, the SSAB began a program it called Healthy

Summit 2010, a community-level version of the fed-
eral government’s Healthy People 2010. The purpose

of Summit 2010 was to establish a set of 20 goals for

improving the economic, institutional, physical and be-

havioral health and wellbeing of Summit County. In

turn, as shown in Table 7, these 20 goals were turned
into priority indicators that the SSAB could use to mea-

sure the County’s progress.

In terms of testing the concept of nonlinearity, two

aspects of the Healthy Summit 2010 project need to be

addressed: effort and outcomes. In terms of effort, it
is clear from reading the Healthy Summit 2010 Qual-

ity of Life Project website that the work being done in

Summit County to improve the health and wellbeing

of its citizens, particularly those in need, is ambitious
both in scope and in effort. This ambitious, concerted

effort includes the SSAB; its numerous committees; di-

rectors and researchers; an extensive network of health

and social service systems; and a long list of health care

providers, politicians, community leaders and activists.
In fact, as stated on the front page of the website: ”The

Quality of Life Project, under the guidance of the Social

Services Advisory Board, will lead Summit County to

new, unprecedented success in the age-old battle to im-
prove health, expand economic opportunity, and reduce

poverty and its ill effects.”

The challenge, however, is that, between the years

of 2003 and 2009 there was no statistically significant,

linear relationship between the concerted efforts of the
Healthy Summit Quality of Life Project and their 20

health outcomes. In fact, looking at Table 7, the data

show that improvements across the Healthy Summit

2010 twenty key indicators were, at best, uneven. For
example, while a few indicators, such as Education (In-

dicator 4) and Teen Birth Rate (Indicator 13) showed

some level of improvement, other indicators, such as

General Poverty (Indicator 1) and Unemployment (In-

dicator 3) got worse; and other indicators, such as Years

of Potential Life Lost (Indicator 20) remained the same.

As stated previously, the nonlinear relationship be-

tween effort and outcome is a major challenge for com-
munity health providers (e.g., [38]). It is usually un-

clear, for example, what types of concerted efforts will

yield the measureable outcomes desired. For example,

while research on chaos theory (e.g., [31]) and tipping
points (e.g., [30]) suggests that small changes in initial

conditions can lead to sudden and significant change

in outcomes; research on poverty traps (e.g., [7]) and

nonlinearity in complex human organizations [48] sug-

gests that significant efforts often lead to little differ-
ence. Related, it is not always clear how best to measure

change. For example, will a community’s efforts to ad-

dress poverty yield five years of no results, only to sud-

denly produce significant change by year six? While we
cannot address these questions in the current study, our

quick test of Summit County suggest that, in complex

systems such as communities the relationship between

effort and outcome can be rather nonlinear.

3.6 6. Places Are Subjective and Historical

Like C1, C6 has a positive and critical form. In its posi-

tive form, its point is that subjectivity, personal experi-

ence and history play an important role in the dynamics
of places. This part of C6 is self-evident and does not

need testing. The critical form of C6, however, does

need to be addressed. It basically argues that, while

scholars involved in the study of place know that his-
tory and subjectivity play an important role in health,

they ignore this type of research, opting instead for

quantitative analysis. As Cummins et al [19] explain:

While a call has been made to explore health as the

”lived” and ”embodied” experiences of people interact-
ing with their settings, these ideas ”remain poorly in-

tegrated into empirical research” (p. 1829). To address

this lack of integration, researchers need to incorporate

into their work ”information about settings that are
drawn from reported views of residents, as well as from

independently measured indicators of local conditions”

([19], p. 1830).

While readers may not know, complexity scientists

almost unanimously share the same ”anti-qualitative”
bias as the study of place. In fact, following Smith and

Jenks[55] and others (e.g., [13], [15]), there is almost no

qualitative or historical research done in complexity sci-

ence. For example, as Gatrell [28] states, ”[T]he human
voice seems to be missing from much of the complex-

ity theory. The qualitative is there, but in the form of

qualitative structures and patterns, not in the nature of
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Priority 
Indicator 

 
Description  

 
Indicator  currently  better, 

same, or worse 
 than in 2003 

Environmental Scan 

Indicator  1 
 

Increase the proportion  of people living above the official poverty line 
 

Worse 

Indicator  2 
 

Increase the proportion  of African-Americans living above the poverty 
line 

 
Worse 

Indicator  3 
 

Reduce unemployment 
 

Worse 

Indicator  4 Increase the proportion  of people aged 25 and over who have 
received  a high school diploma 

 
Better 

Indicator  5 Increase housing affordability, raising the proportion  of households 
spending  under 30 percent of their incomes  on housing 

 
Worse 

Indicator  6 Reduce the proportion  of households receiving  Temporary 
Assistance  for Needy Families  (TANF) 

 
Better ** 

Indicator  7 
 

Reduce the incidence  of domestic  violence-related crime 
 

Worse 

Indicator  8 
 

Reduce the rate of violent crime Comparable data currently  
unavailable 

Indicator  9 Increase the proportion  of African-American children  under age 
5 living above the official poverty line  

 
Same 

Indicator  10 Increase the proportion  of children  receiving  their immunizations 
by their second birthdays 

 
Worse 

Indicator  11 
 

Reduce the incidence  of child abuse and neglect 
 

Better 

Indicator  12 
 

Increase secondary  school attendance 
 

Better 

Indicator  13 Increase the proportion  of African-American children  age 18 or 
less living above the federal poverty level 

 
Same 

Indicator  14 Reduce the rate of births to teens, focusing  on higher rates among 
African-  American  youth 

 
Better 

Indicator  15 Increase the proportion  of African-American older adults (age 
65+) living above poverty 

 
Same 

Indicator  16 
 

Increase self-sufficiency of seniors living alone 
 

Same 

Indicator  17 
 

Reduce the incidence  of elder abuse and neglect 
 

Same 

Indicator  18 
 

Increase the proportion  of individuals with health insurance 
 

Worse 

Indicator  19 Increase the proportion  of pregnant  women receiving  first trimester  
prenatal care 

 
Better 

Indicator  20 
 

Reduce the rate of Years of Potential  Life Lost from All Causes 
 

Same 

Better - The indicator improved relative to the 2003 Environmental Scan; Same - The indicator did not show any appreciable change from the 2003 
Environmental Scan; Worse - The indicator declined relative to the 2003 Environmental Scan; Unknown - Because of missing data or overlapping 
confidence intervals, it is unknown whether any change in the indicator occurred. 

** While the goal of reducing the percentage of the population on public assistance has been met, the "improvement" seen is most 
likely being caused by needy families using up their current eligibility for public assistance rather than an increase in economic self-sufficiency. 

 

Table 7: Health Outcome Indicators for Healthy Summit 2010
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the embodied actor” (p. 2669). And so, the inclusion of

C6 in Table 1 constitutes another important addition

to the quasi-general definitions of complex systems typ-

ically transported into the social sciences.

Given the self-evident nature of C6, the purpose of

our test was to see if qualitative information improved

our theoretical understanding of Summit County and
the impact sprawl is having on it. For our test, we used

two qualitative reports located on the Healthy Summit

2010 Quality of Life Project website Visit the website

at: www.healthysummit.org/QOL/qol-about.cfm).

First, there is the Neighborhood Project Summary

Report. This report summarizes a series of focus groups

conducted with members living in three targeted neigh-

borhoods in Summit County: Barberton, Buchtel and
Lakemore. Second, there is the Report on Key Infor-

mant and Community In-person Interviews. This re-

port was based on N=230 interviews: 190 interviews

with key informants from the public, nonprofit and pri-
vate sectors in Summit County; and 40 interviews with

county residents—two from each of the 20 communities

in Summit County. We used these reports because they

are qualitative in nature, giving attention to issues of

voice and subjective experience; and because these re-
ports were used to develop the Healthy Summit 2010

Quality of Life Project, including its strategic interven-

tions for improving health.

To test C6 we read through these two reports to

determine if an appreciation of history, subjective ex-

perience and voice added important information to our

understanding of Summit County and its health. Here
is a quick example of some of our insights.

The Neighborhood Project Summary Report (NPSR)

engaged local citizens in three neighborhoods to es-
tablish a set of goals for addressing the major health

care problems they face. This data revealed for example

that, in terms of addressing health disparities in Bar-

berton (one of the poorest communities), ”The primary
concerns of the residents, elected officials, and profes-

sionals uniformly ’centered around’ employment. Edu-

cational concerns, family problems, and crime were all

seen as directly related to employment difficulties. The

loss of jobs in the city, education not matching employ-
ment opportunities, and difficulties with transportation

to employment and training opportunities were cited as

areas needing intervention” (NPSR, p. 10). Note that

these issues are directly tied to sprawl: as jobs, afflu-
ence and resources leave these inner-city communities,

we see that work, education and transportation become

major issues.

In turn, the Report on Key Informant and Commu-

nity In-person Interviews collected first-person views on

a host of political, economic and cultural issues in Sum-

mit County. Several findings had a lot to say about the

underlying causal mechanisms related to sprawl that

were responsible for the simultaneous collapse of urban

communities and rise of some suburban communities,

including: (a) racism; (b) the negative perception af-
fluent communities have of public services; (c) affluent

flight from Akron to the suburbs; and (d) political and

economic turf battles between certain communities as

affluence moved out into the suburbs. The same report
also solicited opinion on the strengths and weaknesses,

opportunities and threats for a host of health issues

in some of the poorer communities, including (a) effec-

tiveness of community-based organizations; (b) children

and youth programs; (c) services for working adults; (d)
family services and (e) elderly care. While we cannot go

further in our review of these reports, suffice to say we

found them rich with information about the historical,

political, economic, cultural and institutional nuances
of Summit County and its health and health care, al-

lowing us to conclude that this type of information is a

valid and valuable part of understanding the structure

and dynamics of communities as complex systems.

3.7 7. Places are Open-ended with Fuzzy Boundaries

The main point of C7 is that places are not autonomous

entities or closed-systems with clear geographical or so-

ciological boundaries. Instead, they are open systems

with fuzzy boundaries. Like many of the characteristics

in Table 1, C7 is well defined. Let us explain.

In complexity science, an open system is one that

interacts with its environment. Almost all biological life

forms are, in principle, open systems insomuch as they
survive through their adaptive interactions with the en-

vironmental mediums in which they live ([14], [46]).

Places are similar. However, in the case of contempo-

rary, globalized society, survival not only depends on
a place’s interactions with the physical environment,

but also the larger globalized, economic, political and

cultural systems in which it is situated.

The open-ended nature of places takes us back to

C3 and the study of social networks. As a reminder,

while C3 focused on communities as ”nodes within net-

works,” C7 focuses on communities ”as nodes in lo-

cal, regional and transnational flows of information and
other resources” ([19], p. 1832). For example, Cummins

et al. state, ”We can conceive, for example, that trends

[flows] in regional economies, national and regional en-

vironmental pollution, national or supra-national orga-
nizations and entities can all define the ’local’ and other

contexts in differing ways and this in turn contributes to

the spatial distribution of health outcomes” (p. 1833).
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In addition to being open-ended, the boundaries of

communities tend to be fuzzy. Fuzziness has to do with

mobility—perhaps the most important factor that en-

gines sprawl. In a global society, the agents in a commu-

nity (be they people, businesses or health care systems)
often do not confine themselves to the geographical or

sociological boundaries of their home communities [59].

Health care systems, for example, tend to spread out,

building their centers in other communities or caring for
patients within a particular region. In turn, in sprawling

counties like Summit County, people often live in one

community while working in another; get their groceries

in one place while receiving their health care in another.

The social networks of people also bleed across commu-
nities, especially when one allows for the influence of

cyber-infrastructure (e.g., cell phones and online social

networks). We could go on. The point is that mobility

is a major issue in terms of defining the boundaries of
places, so much so that it is best to: (a) view place

boundaries as fuzzy and (b) define the ”place-level”

exposure of many individuals as multiply determined.

As Cummins et al [19] state, ”These issues of varying

individual-level exposure to multiple contexts over time
and space means that current measures of simple uni-

versally applied ’neighborhood’ exposure may severely

underestimate the total effect of ’context’”(p. 1830).

To test C7 we turned to a study recently completed
by the Northeast Ohio Urban Sprawl Modeling Project

(NOUSMP)—See Peterson et al [49]. The purpose of

NOUSMP was to provide the general public a data-

driven visualization of the projected impact that urban

sprawl will have on the 15 counties of northeast Ohio
by 2020, including Summit County (See p. 2-4).

Figure 5 was created from maps generated by Arc-

Explorer, a public domain software program for viewing

and studying geographical information systems (GIS)
data. The GIS data for Figure 5 came from a variety

of environmental and geospatial databases (p. 2-14),

which NOUSMP researchers entered into their model.

The projected spatial distribution of Summit County’s

population, as shown in Figure 5 Map B, was based on
a simple set of assumptions about how urban sprawl

would occur between 1990 and 2020, such as projected

residential growth along highways (p. 2-4). Putting all

of this together, Figure 5 shows the change in popula-
tion density in Summit County as a function of urban

sprawl in northeast Ohio (circa 1990, Figure 5, map a)

and its projected impact in 2020 (Figure 5, map b).

Here is how Figure 5 helps us test C7. Maps A and B

in Figure 5 are organized according to the major com-
munities of Summit County. The lines moving out of

Akron denote the major highways and roads in Sum-

mit County. In terms of population density, the darker

the color, the denser the population. Looking at Map

A, the highest rates of population density in Summit

County are found in the communities surrounding the

city of Akron, with almost no major density along any

of the highways.Map B shows a different story. By 2020,
the population density of Summit County shifts away

from the cities, concentrating around most of the major

highways and roads of the second-tier suburban com-

munities of Summit County—see the arrows in Map B.
The shift in population density shown in Figure 5

is a small window into how the boundaries of the com-

munities of Summit County have become increasingly

open-ended and fuzzy. In terms of their open-ended

nature, sprawl has forced the communities of Summit
County (as nodes within a larger network) to adapt to

the wider regional flows of commerce, people and capi-

tal, as well as the impact these sprawling flows have on

the ’local’ context. And, in terms of fuzziness, as people
and jobs move into Summit County’s suburban commu-

nities, they leave behind the poor. These insights hap-

pen to corroborate the ’first-person’ narratives we dis-

cussed in C6, where outmigration and the movement of

jobs elsewhere are seen as a major barrier to improving
the economic wellbeing of poor communities in Akron.

We could go on, but we need to stop. Our brief review

of sprawl does suggest, however, that thinking about

places as open-ended and fuzzy is valid and valuable.

3.8 8. Places Are Power-based, Conflicted Negotiations

C8 constitutes another addition made by community

health science scholars to the quasi-generalist defini-
tion of complex systems used in complexity science. It

is clear in its focus: places are imbued with power rela-

tions. Its empirical study, however, and its epistemological-

theoretical frame need to be developed—particularly

given the availability of different theories of power, from
Marx to Foucault. Nonetheless, despite its tentative

outline, C8 makes an important point that complexity

scholars involved in the study of place need to address.

Let us explain.
For a sociologist to state that places are imbued with

power relations is not, at first glance, saying anything

new. In fact, only the opposite sort of statement, the

idea that places are not imbued with power relations,

would require empirical test. Interestingly enough, what
is obvious to one field of study or discipline is not nec-

essarily obvious to another. Such is the case in com-

plexity science. For all their ’sociological’ discussions

about the complexity of businesses, governments, fi-
nancial markets, social networks, small group dynamics

and communities, the majority of scholars in complex-

ity science—particularly those coming from the natural
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FIGURE 5
Maps of Summit County Population Density (1990 to 2020) as a Function of Urban Sprawl 

AkronAkron

The Arrows in Map B show how the population in Summit County shifted away from Akron, moving 
outward along the major highways and roads found in the second-tier suburbs.  See Map 1 as a 
point of comparison

Source: This map was retrieved from http://gis.kent.edu/gis/empact/index.htm on the 29th of November, 
2011.  It is a public, USA government document (US EPA Grant #985989-01-0).

and artificial sciences—have not developed a vocabu-

lary for discussing the impact that power relations (par-
ticularly inequality, oppression or exploitation) have on

the structure and dynamics of complex systems. And,

there is even less discussion of related power issues such

as ethnicity, social class or gender. For example, as

Gatrell states, ”Gender too seems to be a missing strand
from existing uses of CT [complexity theory]” ([28], p.

2669). The only caveats to this dominant trend are a

handful of scholars working at the intersection of soci-

ology and complexity science (see [15]) and, in terms of

the current study, scholars working at the intersection
of complexity science and community health. At second

glance, then, C8 is less a reminder to social scientists

and more a challenge to complexity scientists.

To test of C8 we focused on a conflict that expressed

well how sprawl, as a complex systems problem, re-
sults in unintended health inequalities at the commu-

nity level. The conflict has to do with the two major

health systems in Summit County, the Summa Health
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System (SUMMA) and Akron General Health System

(AGHS). The conflict (which began circa 2008) cen-

tered on SUMMA’s desire to build a 100-bed, physician-

owned hospital near Hudson, the most affluent commu-

nity in Summit County. Historically, the majority of fa-
cilities run by SUMMA and AGHS have resided within

and around the city of Akron, which has been to the

health advantage of Akron residents, particularly the

poor. The building of a new hospital near Hudson and
the affluent communities around it therefore signaled a

worrisome change to the communities in Akron.

In response, on October of 2008, AGHS held a forum

entitled, ”Should Doctors Own Hospitals? And Why

Should You Care? A Close Look at Risks and Real-
ities” [44]. In their forum, AGHS explained that its

main concern was that SUMMA’s new facility, given

its location and for-profit status, would pull physicians

from the Akron area; physicians would also be able to
”cherry pick” their patients, and those affluent patients

out-migrating to or presently living in Hudson and the

surrounding affluent suburban communities would stop

going to Akron to receive care—all of which would nega-

tively impact community hospitals and clinics in Akron,
primarily in the form of ”huge drops in volumes and rev-

enue,” ”lowered bond ratings,” and ”staff layoffs and

reductions,” which would lead to poorer health out-

comes [44]. SUMMA countered, arguing that no such
thing would happen; instead, the new facility would in-

crease access for residents migrating to or currently liv-

ing outside of Akron, as well as stimulate job growth

for Summit County. In terms of the current study, as

might be expected, the political and economic leaders
of the suburban communities vying for the location of

SUMMA’s new hospital saw the project in entirely pos-

itive terms; while the communities that perceived the

project as problematic—those within clusters 2 and 7
of our research—saw it as corrosive to the health and

wellbeing of Akron communities and, on the whole, to

Summit County. As of 2011, SUMMA’s 100-bed facility

remains to be built.

While we cannot go into greater detail about the
conflict between SUMMA and AGHS and their respec-

tive communities, it illustrates the main point of C8, as

it relates to the issue of sprawl: places and their health

are imbued with power relations that can have a signif-
icant impact of the health of their respective residents.

We turn, now, to our final characteristic.

3.9 9. Communities are Agent-Based

Like C2, C9 draws on (imports) one of the most im-

portant characteristics (areas of study) in complexity

science: the idea that complex systems emerge out of

the self-organizing, adaptive interactions amongst a set

of rule-following agents.

To say that places are agent-based means five things

to community health scientists. First, it means that in-

teracting agents play a major role in the self-organization,
emergence, structure and dynamics of places and their

health.

Second, it means that ”places are produced and

maintained by the activities of ’actors,’ proximate or
distal to a particular place, who operate individually or

in concert across a wide range of geographical scales”

([19], p. 1828). This is a particularly useful point in

terms of sprawl, which concerns the impact micro-level

actions at a distance (such as moving to the suburbs)
has on community health in another location.

Third, it means that it is impossible to think about

compositional and contextual factors without consider-

ing how they are enacted through the complex interac-
tions of the agents involved in a place. Again, another

key point for studying sprawl and health.

Fourth, and more specifically, it means that ”place

effects on health emerge from complex interdependent

processes in which individuals interact with each other
and their environment and in which both individuals

and environments adapt and change over time” ([2], p.

1). In terms of sprawl, this is very important because it

helps us understand the role agency plays in the evolu-
tion we saw in our test of C4.

Finally, it means that agents ”can be conceived of in

a variety of ways from individuals and community or-

ganizations, firms and businesses, regional and national

governments and institutions, peer-networks and fam-
ilies to static and dynamic regulatory structures and

processes such as national tax policy and the rule of

law” ([19], p. 1828).

In its critical form, the main point of C9 (like C1

and C2) is that multi-level analysis (regression) is an
insufficient method for studying the impact that com-

positional and contextual factors have on health be-

cause it cannot account for the role that heterogeneity,

agency and interaction play in the structure and dy-
namics of communities. As Auchincloss and Diez Roux

state, ”In general, regression approaches continue to be

ill equipped to investigate the processes embedded in

complex systems characterized by dynamic interactions

between heterogeneous individuals and interactions be-
tween individuals and their environments with multi-

ple feedback loops and adaptation” ([2], p. 2). As a

result, the limitations of multi-level regression ”have

constrained the types of questions asked [by commu-
nity health scientists], the answers received, and the

hypotheses and theoretical explanations that are devel-

oped” ([2], p. 1). Agent-based modeling, however, act-
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ing as a complementary method, can help to overcome

these limitations.

To test the validity of C9, we created an agent-based
model called Summit-Sim—see Method Section for de-

tailed overview of how we built this model. The goal

of Summit-Sim was to test a specific aspect of sprawl:

residential migration patterns.

In addition to the report reviewed in our test of C7,

the empirical basis for how we built Summit-Sim came

from the Summit 2010 Priority Indicators Progress Re-
port, 2009. In this report, sprawl is used to explain dif-

ferences in community-level poverty rates across Sum-

mit County. To understand the link between sprawl and

differences in community-level poverty, we need to re-

view Map 2, which was included in the report.

Map 2 is read as follows. Dots represent the spa-

tial location of jobs in Summit County and its larger

region, Northeastern Ohio, which includes the City of
Cleveland and a total of eight counties, including Sum-

mit. Each dot represents five jobs. Shaded areas on

the map correspond to changes in residential density

across the communities in Summit County and North-
eastern Ohio. To compute residential density change,

researchers looked at where people were living in 2000

compared to where they were living in 1995, arriving

at a percentage of the 2000 population in a community

that is new. Looking at Map 2, the northeastern sub-
urbs of Summit County appear to be the major ”hot

spots” for residential migration within the Northeast-

ern Ohio region.

Map 2 corroborates or helps explain several of the

findings we discussed in several of our previous tests.

First, while Map 2 provides a different picture than

Figure 5 (C7), it supports the simulated and projected
findings of the Northeast Ohio Urban Sprawl Modeling

Project: Summit County is a microcosm of the larger

region, as residents are moving out of the urban centers

of Northeastern Ohio into the suburbs. Second, Map
2 helps explain the findings at the end of C4 (as a

reminder, the communities in clusters 4 and 5 pulled

further away from the rest of the County in 2000; and

Cluster 5 gained Richfield, Boston Mills and Peninsula)

by suggesting that this spatial inequality may be due
to affluent residents moving into these suburban areas.

Third, Map 2 supports the argument made by Akron

General Health System in C8 that unplanned growth—

specifically the movement of for-profit hospitals and
health care into the northeastern suburbs of Summit

County—may negatively impact the health of residents

living in Akron, as money and services move out of the

urban areas and into the suburbs.

Together, then, Map 2 and the results of C4, C7,

and C8 can be used to understand how residential (mo-

bility) migration patterns in Northeastern Ohio impact

differences (inequalities) in the health and wellbeing

of the communities in Summit County; in particular,

they can possibly explain differences between the health

of the most affluent, suburban communities (clusters 4
and 5) and the poverty and declining health of the poor-

est urban communities (clusters 2 and 7).

Stated in formal theoretical terms, the above results

on sprawl suggest that the agent-based (mobility) mi-

gration behaviors of a set of heterogeneous agents (res-

idents) living in Northeastern Ohio changed the resi-

dential composition of Summit County between 1995
and 2000. This change occurred, in large measure, as

more affluent agents migrated to more affluent sub-

urban communities, leaving behind their less affluent

neighbors. In turn, these residential migration patterns
resulted in a spatial segregation of health: poor agents

remained confined within or found themselves migrat-

ing to poor neighborhoods with poor health outcomes

(clusters 2 and 7), while more affluent agents migrated

to suburban areas with high health outcomes (clusters
4 and 5). Such a trend has the possibility of being re-

versed if Summit County addressed the challenges of

sprawl, as outlined in C7, and the health consequences

of this sprawl, as suggested in C8.

3.9.1 Enter Agent-Based Modeling

While the above theoretical statement is empirically

rigorous, it would be very useful to somehow experimen-

tally test its fundamental assumptions. But, how does
one do that? Enter agent-based modeling ([27], [29]).

Agent-based modeling is useful to community health

science because it can experimentally verify empirically-

derived theories on the relationship between context,

composition and health [2]. More specifically, it is use-
ful because it is good at modeling how the macro-level

patterns of communities (e.g., residential patterns and

community-level health) emerge out of the nonlinear,

dynamic, micro-level behaviors of their interacting and
intersecting heterogeneous agents (e.g., sprawl and res-

idential migration behaviors). Having made this point,

we turn to our model.

To test C9, we explored two questions. First, do

the sprawling migration patterns of the heterogeneous

agents living in Summit-Sim result in the clustering and

spatial segregation (distribution) of affluence we see in
Summit County? As shown in Figure 7, the answer is

yes.

Figure 7 is a snapshot of Summit-Sim with a prefer-
ence rating of 3 for all agents. This rating means that,

for each iteration of Summit-Sim, rich agents sought to

live in a neighborhood with three or more rich agents;
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MAP 2
Change in Residential Mobility Between 1995 and 2001
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30.1% or more

Legend
1.  Where employees worked in 2001 (by zip code) 1 Dot = 5 employees 
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     county in 1995 (by Census tract)

 

Cleveland

Northeastern 
Ohio

Summit
County 

Akron

Largest migration change in 
Northeastern Ohio was into the 
northeast suburban area of 
Summit County 

Source: This map was retrieved from 
http://www.healthysummit.org/qol/pdf/final draft 2009 data tracking report 0216.pdf 
on the 29th of November, 2011.  It is a public document provided by the Health Summit 2010 website.  Its 
original source is  ES-202 (ODJFS); NODIS, U.S. Census Bureau, 2000. 

middle-class agents also sought to live in a neighbor-

hood with three rich agents; if they could not migrate
to such a neighborhood, they sought to live near other

middle-class agents; if they found themselves in a neigh-

borhood with four or more other middle-class agents,

they stayed; finally, poor agents sought to live in neigh-

borhoods with three or more middle-class agents if they
could; if they could not, they stayed where they were.

Of the various preference ratings available for our
model, we chose 3 because it is a rather modest pref-

erence. What made Schelling’s model of segregation

so powerful is that macro-level patterns of significant

segregation resulted from very mild preference ratings.
Sprawl seems to follow a similar pattern. Mild levels

of neighborhood preference should produce significant

spatial clustering and segregation.

A visual inspection of Figure 7—which, given the

constraints of time and space, will suffice for our anal-

ysis of Summit-Sim—shows that, as expected, a pref-

erence rating of 3 leads to significant spatial clustering
and to even more extreme patterns of segregation than

that found in our empirical analysis of Summit County.

There are very tight clusters of rich agents (see Cluster

A), surrounded by a few middle-class agents; there are

large, loose clusters of middle-class agents spread out in
the same basic area, moving from the top-right corner

of Summit-Sim to the bottom lower-left corner. Finally,

there are tight clusters of poor agents (see Cluster B),

some of which are very large.

The second question we explored was: If the sprawl-

ing migration behaviors of our heterogeneous agents

leads to spatial clustering, does this segregation of af-
fluence result in community-level health inequalities, as

seen in Summit County? As shown in Figure 7, the an-

swer is yes. From the start of the model to its com-

pletion, the context-dependent unhealthiness of poor
agents never dropped below roughly 50 percent. Mean-

while, the rich agents had near perfect health. These

healthiness ratings fit with our analysis of Summit County;

in particular, our comparison of the poorest clusters

with the more affluent.

While our abbreviated analysis of Summit-Sim leaves

numerous issues unexplored—for example, how do dif-
ferent preference ratings impact spatial segregation or

health?—it is adequate to support the point of C9:

the health and wellbeing of communities is sufficiently
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FIGURE 7:
Snapshot of SummitSim with a Preference Rating of 3 for all Agents

A

B

NOTE: Rich Agents = Squares; Middle Class Agents = Stars; and Poor Agents = 
Triangles.  Cluster A identifies one of the dense clusters of rich agents.  Cluster 
B identifies one of the dense clusters of poor agents; which complexity scientists 
would call a poverty trap. 

agent-based, such that studies of composition and con-

text should include some form of agent-based analysis.

We turn, now, to the conclusion of our study.

4 CONCLUSION

Considering all nine tests together, here are our con-

clusions regarding sprawl and health. First, in terms of

the individual tests, C1 demonstrated the limitations of

linear modeling for studying sprawl and health; C2, in
contrast, demonstrated strong support for case-based

modeling; C3 and C7 illustrated the utility of network

analysis for studying sprawl as a complex network of

places; C4 showed strong support for exploring how a

sprawling network of places evolves across time/space;
C5 shows just how nonlinear health outcomes are when

trying to manage the negative impact that an environ-

mental force like sprawl has on poor communities; C6

and C8 reminded scholars that power-relations, subjec-
tivity, voice, and history are important dimensions of

complex systems and need to be studied, whatever the

topic; and C9 validated that studying agency adds an

important tool for studying the role agency play in the

dynamics of a complex systems issue like sprawl and

health; plus, it hints at the potential of agent-based

modeling for conducting thought experiments and the-
oretical validation.

In terms of the negative test of the DTCS, the COP

definition, overall, fit well with our case study, both em-
pirically and theoretically. There is, however, a key lim-

itation to the COP definition: it does not conceptualize

health or health care in complex systems terms. Health

is primarily treated as an outcome variable, rather than
a system unto itself. Furthermore, health care is not

addressed as a complex sub-system within the larger

system of place.

Finally, in terms of our attempt to advance Ke-
shavarz et al [38], our study tried to make two im-

portant points. First, if the application of complexity

science to the study of place is to advance, scholars

need to be more theoretically systematic in their us-
age of these ideas. The DTCS is an attempt to move

scholars in this direction, offering a synthetically use-

ful tool for testing the empirical validity and theoret-
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ical value of defining places as complex systems. The

second point is that community health scholars desper-

ately need to advance the methods they use, catching

up with those widely employed by complexity scientists

in other disciplines. As an attempt to advance the field
in this direction, we employed the SACS Toolkit, which

we hope, demonstrated (a) how case-based modeling

is an improvement over linear modeling and (b) how

computational techniques, such as artificial intelligence
(the SOM), cluster analysis, agent-based modeling, and

network analysis can be used together to create new

models of places as complex systems. However, as with

all research, additional testing is necessary.
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